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Abstract 
,· 
Investigating the design of a manageable, manufacturing 
oriented, part data structure and the elements involved in 
such a design describes the purpose of this thesis. The 
part data structure investigated combines idealogy and 
concepts in group technology,_ database techniques, and 
.Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
{CAD/CAM) systems. An i.nt.r:oduction to each of these topics 
is provided as we1·1. a::"s :a d:efinition of how these subjects 
·are inter-related:. Pr:obl.ems associated with using geometric 
mod.e;ls as the: focal point· o:f the part database for 
interf:z\ce ·to manufacturing applications are explained and 
.posfs .. :ible sol.utions are p.r.e.sented. 
e··f·f:o:tts · 
. . . -·· . I :a:c·tivities . . . 
dat:a'base, and. c;·roup Te·c:hnology. Th:e :n:ext two. c·h:apters. 
de·s:cri·be. the: int·er-relationship of: 'the thr.ee techno:l.ogie$ 
:and .review current CAD/CAM databas·e activit:ies ... A. t:es:t :c~$:$ 
was conducted in a mid-sized manufacturing f:i·.rtn. ij$ .. ing .~.· 
family of shaft p~·r.t.s to des·cribe and ·e·val:uate the ·da·ta 
structure m·e.thod.olog.y. The·. tas:k: pl ..·an =of· the te.st; cas:e .and .. 
,· 
explanati.o.n .pf· t.he q.a:t:.a :.s·t-ruc_t.ure i.s outli.ned· :i-n. ·:ch·.a·pt.e:r ·7 :• 
.. l ' ' 
.... 
summarizes the activity with the manufacturing firm. The 
final chapter provides a summary and reports on conclusions 
' 
drawn from the thesis. Suggestions for topics which should 
be considered for future investigations are included. The 
final chapter provides a more philosophical discussion on 
the topic of automation and creativity and the 
complementary nature of the two topics. 
I. 
· .... 
2 
Chapter 1: 
Purpose and Organization 
·.•. 
Introduction: Demands of Geometric Databases 
., 
The geometric m:ode_ls generated by Computer-Aided Design 
(CAD) systems have not been able to adequately satisfy 
downstream requirements with respect to manufdcturing 
operations. This • 1S because feature. 
... 
descriptions, 
tolerancing, Numeric·al- Control (N/C) parameters, process 
information, etc. ·a:rt~ ini·ssi·ng from the model description. 
Therefor·e the us:e of C~O g~nerated mod:el -i-nformation has: 
usually required input o·f these crttic;~·r data items: :t·:or 
. 
subsequent manufacturing operations: • .Additionally, i::e: suc:h· 
information was added to the engine¢ring GAD ·model .. _it_ h~$-
typically b.e·en done- :b_y atta.c::h.ing te·xtti~l o'r attri:but-e t-a_g_s: 
whi·ch ar.e :not a :c·omputationall.:Y tts·ef·u.l part of tht~ :r~togel, 
Purpose 
The primary pu·rp.,o·se .of. t-his thesis. ?tc:tiv.i~y-- h·as been to 
. -
i·nv~stigate the design and creation of· a ;·manageable, 
n,.~nu·facturing oriented data -structure us.ittg technigire·s suc:h 
·a···s·•_, 
. .. 
o Group T~¢hrtology concepts 
o Classification and coding systems 
.3 
• 
•. 
'•'· ' 
.. 
o Database design methods and 
o CAD/CAM systems and tools. 
The model must be made capable of inherently describing and 
storing in a computationally useful manner, pertinent 
design defined manufacturing data. This includes: 
o Material o Topology 
o Features o Dimensions 
o Tolerances o Shape 
o Processes o Analysis 
At present the most common method of creating and defining 
data sets for recording this information is geometry based 
files. This method has serious limitations due to the 
inability of geometric descriptions to easily describe, 
store, retrieve, and transfer important part information. 
For example, the methods used by geometric description 
systems to represent features such as chamfers, grooves, 
bosses, or surface finishes is not conducive to extraction 
and transmission of this information to· other functions by 
automated means. The p~esent systems are very good at 
providing visual descriptions via geometric graphic 
displays. However, the part description and pertinent 
information about part properties is currently not 
represented in a useful part description structure. 
4 
Two primary problems with current systems are: 1. the 
practice of converting formatted data to multiple end user 
applications even though the type and amount of data for 
the applications is different. 2. The inability of 
geometric models t·o inherently st,ore and transmit all 
design defined, manufacturing related data formulated in 
the design process. This study investigates al ternatiY.'e 
methods of satisfying these requirements. 
Justification 
As the overall cost struct.u.re·. :of p,r·_oduc·t design· and 
.manufacture is ana.lyzed, it :is -c:'le.:a.r· t:h_e· ·actual outlay of 
resources for p·roduct design is 'lltticn l.ess than that for 
·manuf.a·cturing qt· materials. ·F.a·ctors-. such as materi.al 
. . ... 
s,elec-tion 
. .. I dini:en·s·-i:onal restricti.ons, fe.at.ure 
requirements, among· others .a_t·$ dictated i.-n 'th:e design., 
engineering env·i:ronrrtent. Thes.e. :factor$· i_nf,luenc.·e· downstre·am 
operations a·na ove.rall product o-ost: · sttbstantia.l.ly. .An 
.example o.f· .a.c:t·µal p:roduct cost,s. v·e.rs·U-$ ·-the fa .. ct.o·rs· W·b.ic:h 
f.:n.f l uenc:e th,e: p_to,d..,;i-ct cost is repres:e_n_te:d in F.igure:. :l-..• 1 
[l.]· •. 
~ 
·\ 
Investigations have also shown ·that ·rtranuf.acture :a:nd. 
assembly are responsible for onl:y :3:-0:% - .. 5·0%: of· ·the to:tal 
throughput time. Other activitie·s such· as:. 
:5: 
• 
• 
o design 
o sales 
o procurement, etc 
are responsible for 50% - 70% of total time for product 
development [ 1] . Of the total time spent in engineering/ 
design, a major portion • 1S in the actual design and 
elaboration of the part. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 
[ 1] . 
PRODUCT COSTS INFLUENCE f ACTORS 
Figure 1.1 - Cost versus Influence Factors 
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Figure 1.2 - Part Development Time Requirements 
Based on the information shown in these graphs it • 1S 
evident that the parts design phase of the entire 
production operation is very important to the overall 
quality and cost of the product. Thus, a well structured 
part data description method is critical for future 
automation opportunities to be completely successful and 
operational. 
Improvements in efficiency introduced into this phase of 
the process would have a significant impact on downstream 
functions. This is especially true if the proposed 
7. 
improvement of part design methods is targeted toward the 
enhancement of data efficiency for transt·er to 
manufacturing and/or ma_~rial applications. These areas 
represent the majority of captital resources expended. 
Analysis of the potential of CAD/CAM shows significant 
. 
improvement in areas such as : 
o increas·ea quality 
o reduction in work in process 
o decrease in lead time 
o decrease in personnel and material costs 
Table 1.1 illustrates areas of concentration and realized 
,. 
percentage improvements experienced by dedicated users and 
implementors of integrated computer aided design and 
manufacturing tools [2]. 
Area of Improvement 
Reduction in Eng·ineering Design 
Costs 
Reduction in Overall Lead Time 
Reduction ·of Work in Process 
Reduction of Personnel Costs , 
Productivity Increase in Final 
Assembly 
Table 1.1 
8 
·, 
% Improvement 
r, 
5-30% 
30-60% 
30-60% 
9-20% 
40-70% 
In soite 
.... 
of this impressive list of accomplishments 
improvements and changes are still necessary. There are two 
' 
reasons for the continued need for improvements. 1. These 
statistics come from corporations who have been able to 
dedicate substantial resources toward automation. As a 
result the companies have been able to develop in-house 
applications designed to increase productivity for specific 
operations. For la.rg:e corporations who can afford the 
resources to apply toward in-house efforts the improvements 
:are good, but these advancements must be standardized. 
·c;eneric methods for ·technology transfer to smaller 
2.. Even though the improvements ar~ ·va.lid .. a.nd :ve·rifi·a-ble .. , 
they are not- ;c.on1:p·1.e.t_e, particular·ly: when v·iewed with 
:respect to th:e requirements o.f -a t:~111.y automated 
environment· ·wh.i.c:h 
i,·a,u:to·mati.cally''·. 
must sha ..re.. a:r1¢l :._p·a.s·s information 
A .f o:r .a·l:1 manufacturing • companies,. 
particularly tho:-ses -w.no -h.av:~ begu.n to re·a·l.iz.:e .savings :front 
' 
intelligent aut.omati·pn, is the development o:f a.:n advanced. 
manufacturing automation enterprise. Advanced manufacturing 
of this kind is very dependent on valid and correct data. 
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Present methods of CAD/CAM data generation, storage, and 
transmission are lacking with regard to overall automation 
opportunities. A recent published paper clearly identifies 
the problem and point out the critical nature of database 
to the future success of integration of CAD and CAM (3]. 
:=Substantial work has been, and is, on-going wh.i·ch addresses 
the high level (function, or system) of data management and 
transmission. To successfully accomplish this level of data 
management we mttst first be .sure the foundatio;n on, which to 
:build the e·f·'fort is valid.. Thi.s :founda-t=i.on, :w.he:n fully: 
d~veloped and implemented, wi1:1 b:e=: the :rn.aj_o_r, :influencing 
f.~ctor in t:he efficient ope:rati.on ~net future integration 
=a.nd automation o:f· :manufactu;ri.n_g wJ.th engineering. Given ~ 
=well organized foundation part descr·iption methodology:1 the 
jprob:lems elf h.igh level management and transmission w.-il.l be 
n1.ore .easily so,l:ved. 
Intent of the Study 
The study conducted in the thesis: was un:d:ert·a.k.e;n= to. :s:a/l:·i:s(y 
·t,hre_e fundaJllental ob-j ecti ves .. , 
1.~ 'i"o investigat,e: ·the need :f.or -e~pand·ed. :pa·rt 0:at,~ 
-org_ctnization: and a=e·:-f,in.e :a:n: :·approp·.ri.a'tfa :dat::a 
s·t:ructure. 
-2. Suggest possible solution mechan·isms due· :to the 
lack of complete and functional literature -on this 
subject. 
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Chapter 2: 
The State of CAD/CAM Technologies 
Introduction: Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing 
Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
(CAD/CAM) systems were first commercially introduced in the 
early 1970's. These initial "CAD/CAM" systems did provide 
some limited design capability but had very little 
manufacturing functionality. By the 1980 time frame, 
selected systems provided a link to manufacturing through a 
numerical control interface. Some system also were capable 
of supplying other unbundled (not integrated) process, 
material planning and simulation packages. However, then 
and even now, a system being referred to as a "CAD/CAM" 
system is somewhat of a misnomer. 
Manufacturing j_s a very extensive and extremely diverse 
function. It is impossible for any system to be a full and 
true CAD/CAM system. Unfortunately many new and 
enthusiastic evaluators and users of the technology are 
under the impression the system will solve nearly all their 
problems. Actually, a CAD/CAM system will not solve the 
problems of an already inefficient operation; but generate 
the problems faster. In order for the tool to be most 
effectively implemented and utilized~ users must look 
! 
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closely at existing methods and become aware of how 
existing practices must be altered and attitu~es changed. 
It will be through a process of continuous planning, 
evaluation, and change that the new syste~ will become most 
effective . 
.. M.any 9·f these systems are very sophisticated \ttith respect 
to providing excellent functions to generate, • view, 
:tclanipulate, and edit geometric information through very 
µ.ser friendly 1.n·terfaces. Functions providi.ng mass and are.a 
properties. ar·e. a·I.so quite advanced. Full manufacturing 
·func·tio:na-li .. ty o.n' t,he other hand is still somewhat lacking. 
E:v.-e:n ·v·en,do·r.s ,w:h.o ·Glaim full ·3 and 5 axis N/C machining, 
c.·a'pabi.:i.itie..s a.r~ many t·i.1~1.es unable to follow through with ·a 
compl.e·t~· a-rid e·rror-free cutter 10.cat.io.n :s·ou-rc.e- :f:j_-1,es 
c.a .. p·:a.b1.e of :-p-rov·iding parts with the com·plete: in:tce:gr:it.Y. and 
:~::-cc~racy o:t· 1:.:p_e. electronic dA.D- ·de-scripti.on .. 
Progress of CAD/CAM 
M-c,s·:t .initi,al. ·cAD/CAM sys:tems- vte:re very- .. crud.e. ev~n. in- the. 
placement of. g_eometry ... ·F,or e-xampl.e._,· one E!a..:rrl .. y CAD. system 
( introduced in·: ·19·t:1J \irhi'.Ch. J1as :·been· .a le.ac:1.e.r f.ot· .a. :·n.umb·er 
of years in ·the ma·rk·et: .fi:rst used: scrr.e-en: _posi·tio.ning and 
placement estimati.on ('eye-balling)· :t::echniques t·o place 
ci.rcle o:.r arc cent.e.rs :and line endpoints. It is no. wonder 
. 
. 
many industrial users at first claimed the new tool was 
actually not a tool but a toy . 
. 
Graphical Capabilities 
Today most systems are capable of locating the same 
information a number of ways to provide • maximum 
flexibility. A typical menu available for such placement is 
shown • 1n figure 2.1 and illustrate the 
available for geometry input. 
"' CHOOSE LINE DEF MODE 
1. TWO POINTS 
2. TAN TO 2 CURVES 
3. HORIZONTAL 
4. VERTICAL 
5. NORMAL 
6. PT AND TAN CURVE 
7 • PT AND ABS ANGLE 
8. PT - ANG FROM LINE 
9. PT - PARALLEL LINE 
10. PT - NORMAL ENTITY 
11. PARALLEL AT DIST 
12. PARLEL LN-TAN CURVE 
13. PERPTO LN-TAN CURVE 
14 ANGLE - TAN CURJ.£ 
flexibility 
Figure 2.1 - Example of Line creation options 
Circle, arc, spline and surfacing input techniques are 
equally sophisticated in creation and manipulation methods 
and user friendliness . 
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Destgn Documentation 
In the area of design documentation, users are able to 
select from a variety of text and line fonts for impressive 
and asthetic documentation. Additionally, a number of 
dimensioning and tolerancing methods are available to users 
in order to provide compatibility with existing engineering 
drawing standards which may be in place within a company. 
2-D & 3-D Modeling 
In addition to documentation improvements, very substantial 
improvements have also been made in the area of modeling. 
Systems first introduced were able to only "draw or draft" 
a part. Part drawings or "models" as they sometimes were 
referred to, were strictly 2-dimensional copies of what was 
produced on the drawing board. Presently, nearly every 
system which claims to be a CAD/CAM system is capable of 
generating 3-dimensional models and many are also capable 
of creating solid models. Output capabilities for these 
systems range from single color pen plots for low-cost 
wireframe systems, to very impressive color shaded output 
images for some solid modeling systems. 
2-D systems are still strictly a stick frame environment 
where the primary means of ref·erence and storage is the 
point. Lines are described between two points. Circles or 
arcs are represented by a center point and start and end 
22 
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points on the arc circumference. 3-D wireframe systems also 
use the point as a basic description method. Some systems 
provide surfacing capability through edge, spline, and 
complex curve definitions. Both the 3-D and 2-D systems are 
referred to as wireframe which is simply an outline of the 
part or object. As such the model lacks intelligence about 
itself and is actually not closely representative of the 
part it is intended to simulate in a real environment. In 
order to correlate the model to the real part requires a 
more realistic and complete method of describing the part. 
Constructing objects volumetricly and completely • 1S 
provided by some solid modeling systems which are able to 
generate and store this volumetric description. Presently 
most CAD/CAM developments addressing future opportunities 
are applying solid modeling techniques. 
Solid Modeling 
There are two types of solid modeling systems. The first is 
the Boundary Representation (B-rep) method. Simply 
explained this is a "smart" surfacing system. The part is 
modeled using faces (surfaces) placed between the edges of 
" 
the part description. Surface normals are used to ensure ,._/-· 
the material side of the part is correctly tracked and 
stored. 
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The Constructive Solid Geometry system is a true volumetric 
system which uses a finite set of mathematically definable 
primitives as building blocks. Cylinders, cones, blocks, 
spheres, etc are added, subtracted, and intersected with 
each other to build the desired part. Many experts consider 
this method to be more intelligent than the B-rep method. 
The faces of the object (which define the B-Rep) are able 
to be extracted from the CSG model quite easily. On the 
other hand to generate a pure CSG representation with its 
full inherent volumetric integrity from a B-rep· ·model is 
extremely difficult. Examples of the CSG and B-Rep modeling 
systems are shown in figure 2.1 [5]. 
BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION 
(B-REP) 
~§\\JY ~ 
~~i 
OBJECT 
CONSTRUCTIVE SOLID GEOMETRY 
(CSG) 
f ~--e? 
Figure 2.1 - CSG and B-Rep Solid Systems 
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Naturally there are advantages a~d disadvantages to both 
methods. The B-~ep system is more flexibility with respect 
to the domain of possible shapes and surfaces it can 
describe. It is also faster to generate display images from 
a B-Rep eystem than the CSG system. On the other hand the 
CSG maintains a higher level of integrity and accuracy in 
the model and., in its purest form, requires less space for 
storage than does a B-Rep model. 
Sol id modeling systems are :c_ont-i-nuing to improve a_nd much 
of the futur.e CAD/CAM rel-ated CIM efforts are based on 
f.ut:ure .m.oqe·ling improvements:.: One primary '.:P·roblem with some 
s:.yst.eins. se:·ems to be lack of user friendly int-erfaces [6J .. 
·Wh:.i:l·e this is true ·in some systems, other· sy·stems prt,v·ide. 
an· .ex:ce.llen1: :µser interface with untrained users abl.e ,to 
learn tllf! $yStem in only hours as O'pposed to weeks W:ith· 
w:i'ref.ra·me sys::~.~ms •. Th.e lack -.of f·l.,ex:ib.il.·ity of these. ·$y·s:t.ems· 
.is_ :a. major d.rawback :from :the .st.andpoint :of· ·c.apabflity- and· 
g~·ometr·ic· construc·ti·on· :ine.th:_ods· -f7.J • 
.. 
the wave of th¢: f·µ:ture·.. The· :ul.tima.t:e g-oal .of accurately 
modeling_ and S:i"tnul_a·ti.ot1g --~ :m-·ach·ine;- 'par-t., :or assembly as it 
wou.ld \be in -a real environmen.t .is much· ·mo·re ·realizable with 
soli.d·s ·t:han. wire frame. 
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Integration of CAD/CAM systems 
As has previously been stated computer-aided design and 
computer-aided manufacturing have not been interfaced as 
closely as sometimes has been indicated. This • issue of 
integration is of critical importance for contin.ued growth 
and success of automation. CAD/CAM systems and. the data 
generated by them are too often found .in .isolated 
environments with respect to provid1ng irtterfaces and 
conununicat:.ion to other applications. r·n chapter 1 the 
relationsh.ip ·of: 
o engineering design 
o :manufacturing 
b material$ management 
was discussed w.i·th reference to tite muttial inf·lu,ei1ces tb·es:e_ 
areas hav-e· ·o.-n· ea.ch -another. Th..e- ·m:et·hod ot communicat.i_ng: 
inf orma.ti:on: vi;a draw-i:.ng no:te·s and tt1_ai.l: pouch is not only 
t.hese. :-d·ay· -_S', 
. . ' ' . ' :dartg~rou$ to • -~ companies 
hea.l.th. 
As. CAD/CAM was the· b:uz:z-wo:rd of t~e 1~70:•.s,. $0 CIM (Compute:r-
Integrated Manufacturi-ng)- i·s the buzzword of the =1·9·.a_·o·•s._ ... 
With serious pre·s·sure from other n.ations -in: :just ·a·bo·ut 
every conce.ivab=l.e- market, American c.·a-s: well a_s other 
nations) .Industrial firms recognize -the: abso··1ut:·e need to 
-~ 
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more effectively utilize the knowledge, expertise, and time 
available to them. It is not only imperativ~ to growth but 
survival as well. 
In. his book Innovation Richard Foster refers to a statement 
made by Steve Walleck of McKinsey, suggesting CIM could 
lead to a 25 percent re·duction in product development for. 
automobiles (8]. This translates to the introduction of a 
new model .automobi.l:e. 18 months earlier than • 1s ·n-·ow 
acdomplishe·d .. wh:ich -w.ould provide a significant jump on the 
.. 
,compe .. t:i,-t.:i-on ,a,:s ,w,e:11 as .i.nnovation ,-iri, ·t.he product market. 
The.refore ·if· a .comp:an:'Y is·- ,rt_ot· -ab·le_,. :or: willing, to embrace 
the. new te.c_h·no,l.o.g.i.c-a'l .c:ieve:1-_oplllent,s: i't ·w-i.ll obviol1s-).y not be 
·a.ble to .compe_t·e •. 
T-b:e ch-al-leng~: of ittt¢g:r·ation, :is the- r-e·a1··fza··tion: :of a ,v·ery 
.comp:lex probl.ein -addressing ~ore ·t':han j'1rst t·e·chn.ical. i..-ss-ues._ . 
... 
. have. been s:omewhat aut.o·n_·omous with respect -to, ext-en·siv:e.-
outside comrnuni,ca.-t-ion. int·earation bec:omes a .. · ·. .. . , .. , ,;,_ 
obstacle. F.:or .ex·ample.,. 1:he .i:ssue. o_f: a· CAD: s·ys.t·em d.ata-b_ase 
:built .. for an integ·rated environment requires more. tha:n just. 
engineering and design ·information. It must a:1:so :c.10,-nt:a._.in. 
in·.f:o;rma·tion aboUtfunctions such a.s .. :- . 
:o mat111-f::act.ur.i.ng' _prt:>cesses 
o in-house and vendor manufacturing capabilities 
o assembly information. 
This information is necessary in order to guarantee the 
designed part can actually be produced and assembled. These 
types of decisions are now reserved, either by choice or 
need, for the areas downstream from the engineering and 
design function. 
:.;rt, .. cl_:1:·y·sis of the communication and .knowledge transfer, both 
:be··tween departments and personnel yields an understanding 
:of the complexity of the. problem, and must take place fo·.r 
complete integration ·tct occur. ·F.or a CAD databas_e t:o ·ha.ve 
this type of capab.ility it must be·: c·ognizant of what i·t ·is. 
This- :neces.sit·ates cooperation -f-·rom the manufacturing ~itd 
pro.duc·t·ion areas normally res_ponsible for such operat.:io11s' .. 
:As- the;se. ke·y pl-ayers ~re involved .a:nd :a·s.,ked, ·tt>. giv~ the 
:knowledg-.e· an·d :(ie_pis·j~pn m?tking powe·r for their- function~ a 
:c·ompute,r· in en_gi-neering cle:$tgnt a predictab.l.e resistance is 
1. ·Face the _J:.,:ssue: :c>:f attempting to pr.ovici.e. 
integration capabilities to clients 
2. P:r.ovide a package that will 
.clients respective operation. 
2.8 
fu:nc.t.-i on 
..... - · .. ·. - . . : 
., 
in each 
This is extremely difficult due to the diversity of 
operations and methods used by various companies. 
Integration of CAD and CAM is possible but-- the actual 
realization for individual industries and companies will be 
through the utilization of expertise, and introduction of 
4th and 5th generation software which will help provide the 
capability for companies to build custom applications per 
their own unique specifications and requirements. 
Problems with present ~D/CAM methods 
A number o:.f references have been made alrea·d·y in t-his pape.-r· 
t .. o: the inabili·ty ot CAD/CAM systems to. p:.erform, .ce:rta,in· 
f:uncti.-.o,n-s. Even a.s ·$ophisticated as s:y·s:t,ems are. to·day:, 
t.he:re a·re many op·er.at·ions which ·mus'.t b:e improved ·ui,on in 
Oird:er to mo:~,t ef·fe.ctively utilize. ·thes:e tools. One o:f the:s.e 
p·rob·l·ems -related to the topic of integ·ra:t .. i·on. is that of the 
:inability of application packages on a g'.i-v·en syst.am. ·t:o· 
.c.ommun·i·cate effectively. For example, al.l sy·s:t:e:_m,_s: h.ave 
¢e.si9n: ·and ·d.·r.a.fting pack39:e-Sf: :which consist o:f meth.ods fo·r 
·t:::t1e input, m·an.ipulatio.rr, and ·editi-.ng of· g.eometry:; .a-nd: 
~ .. ; · ... 
:provide for ways to document ·t:he ou·.tput- geometry .a_s· a·n 
engineering drawing. Many sys·teins als:o p·:r-ov-id:e sp:~c-i:al . 
. ,·. . 
packages which allow the user to: 
.. 
• 
o analyze certain aspects of the design 
o compute stress, strain, or interference 
o or evaluate assembleability. 
Even though the vendor may provide this package as part of 
the system, there is no guarantee that the geometry created 
in the design environment is compatible with other 
a_pplication packages. Often 
. . 
it • requires either pre-
·processing (a process of reformatting) of. the information 
:.p.r recreation of the same inf-orm·ation within the 
a,p·p-lication package. Often this pro:blem .occurs: because the. 
a:.pplication packages are -third _party (p.ur:ch-a:sed from an 
outside source) and as :s_u:ch we-re not writ-t_en with the same: 
.geometry data stru.ctu·re i·n m:ind inhibiting integration . 
. D.at.a ·t:ransfer betwe:en s·y.st=:ems ~ts. ti:n-other challenging issue 
whi.ch must be address.·ed. Al.thou-_gh. t·bi-s. is somewhat reia.ted. 
to·. -t-he, pr·e.vious topi_.c a ·m·a_j·o·r diff:er~n·c~ i-$ noteq.. In 
-.-addit.i:o:n to applicat-i,on. c.ompatibility., c:on·g-rttit::y· between. 
d::t-·f:·fere1tt systems mu-s.t a:ls·o exist. It .i:s: :not unusual for ~: 
company to have- more than one typ.e 'O·-f · CAD/ CAM vendor 
equipment i.n-·house in .o,rder- to most effectively b·en_e'fit 
various seemingly disjo:in-.t·e.d ·a,p.plications. ·.S·ome v·ariation 
in vendor equipment ma·_y.. :ex·i:st: due to inc.on·s·isten·cy between 
major departments or .groups within the :"S.a'me company .• 
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Regardless of why the difference occurs, the fact remains 
it is many times necessary to transfer data from one system 
to another. 
The Initial Graphi·cs· .Exchange Specificati.on: (IGES) effort 
is an attempt to solve this problem by establishing a 
standard neutral file to which every vendor would provide 
an input and output interface from their individual 
:··systems. Ih the ideal environment th.is would allow any us.er 
,qf a given system to accep_t a·nd send data to any other 
:syst.em. The IGES effort nas been the best effort to date 
-but -due t·.o reasons such as: 
o l:a:c:k of -support from v~ndors. 
o growing sophistica-tio.n of·' g_r:aph.i:c system 
o lack· o·f. ,a. _b:e·t.ter Sio:lutio·n form industry 
.. i·t.. -ha:s not ·:Peen a·s ·succ'eS:'S·f,u.lly adopted. 
The:"re: :ar.e :o-the·:r '.~:ro·b·:l·ems which are very oby'i:"Ol;lJi ·to the 
,_g.r.,a-$_:s·r.oot:~ user of' CAO/CAM systems. Som·e o.·f these in.elude: 
o ·response time degradation as models become large or 
·multiple users are opera.ting S'imul taneously (this 
is especially true of So:li.d mo·deling systems) ; 
·o lack of sufficient memory in some intellig~n~ 
workstations to provide full ac.ces:s·. to. large models 
for display or manipulation; 
:o lack of efficient methods to manage all active 
parts and models needed by all users of the system. 
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These are stated in a generic sense but it should be made 
clear that not all systems are guilty of all of these 
problems. As any experienced user will usually openly 
express no system is perfect - yet. However, continuous 
r-
advances in hardware/software technology and excellent 
support by CAD/CAM vendors is helping t-o .. alleviate many of· 
these system specific problems . 
. :rn coricl.ud .. ing this se.ction is neces_sa_ry to po.int out o.ne 
mo.re .P·roblem which f.ormulates the thrust of t:·h-is thesis: 
,effective database organization. The pro.1:):1:etji"s of data 
. 
transfe.r, applicatiqn compatibility, .and: ~ctive part 
management all would be easier to so.lv.e: -w:ith. a standard 
database desi.gn. Database .org:an.-i.:"z-a:t.-:1.·:on,. O__;r 1·a-·ck .of it, is: 
of primary interest to a1·1 u:s'ers. a·n·d vendo.-rs- .o:f p:res.e·-nt-. 
systems. CAD/CAM systems -have- m-a·t·ure·d •tremendous·ly i·n t.he. 
time since their introduction: into the commercial ·market -a 
:.few short years ago. Much is: yet. t.o be ·accomplish bu.t i·t is 
.i.n part due ·to the fact th-a-t· the_:s·e. :syst-ems· ar.e ~:.o advanceq. 
·that we are- ·abl-e· t.o und.e.rst.ana. wh_at t:he future challenges. 
are-. As -anyo,n:e w·ho. ·has been involved in .CAD/CAM for .a 
:per·i_o·a o·.f· t.ime. :c.a·n attest th·. a··'.· .. · ·· ..... · :.e. ·. y_n_a:mi.G and 
•· t· .. exc1.-1.ng in. -at1y _p:e.riod (ff· 
te·chnological deve'l.,o:pment. 
Role of CAD/CAM in the factory of the future 
Quite often when the "factory of the future" is mentioned 
images of peopleless, robot filled, buildings with no 
windows and unfriendly feelings are imagined. For the. 
purpose of clarification, a somewhat different description 
of the future factory will be used in this report. This is 
not to say this typP. of environment is not desireable. If a 
product is ih such a state that the process seldom changes, 
new innovation is not necessary, and the work is t>or.ing and 
menial, a peopleless, robot filled building with. n~ windows 
is suitable. such environments now exist an·d more will be 
qperatiqnal in ·tihe :future. 
:1.. An atmospher.e wh·e:re c:hange ·to, a product or proc·e:s.s. 
I is common 
:2. .• ·ere at iv i ty· ·1·s.. e:nc.oura.·g:ed. 
·3:.. Innovation· 
growth. 
~ f 1s nec.es·sary · .. -.·o.r competition . an·d: 
r·n. s'.u·ch .an envi.-ronment a too:l ·S:UC.h ·as: a. -CA·-D/CAM system: is, a. 
we·l.c:ome :ad:di:ti:on: for encou.rag_i:ng qtl_cf:1.i~y and productivity. 
A designer in: this environment woulg be able t9 utilize the 
system to qui.c.·Jc.-ly· model and ve·rify the func.::t·~onality of 
standard typ_e:s o.f· p.arts .. such pa~ts may ma~e u:P 70l to· .8-0% 
of the desired pr_oduct. The time saved from having the 
system do the majority of the work on the standard items 
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will allow more time for concentrating on activities of a 
more ambiguous and creative nature. Of course even during 
this interactive creative process the designer would be 
.. 
able to access the intelligence of the CAD/CAM tool to 
assist in generation and verification of the part, objec:t: 
or process. 
At the ,po·int. o·:f d •· · u·r-1.:ng the process of 
creation o.f t.he des.ired part tl,:e: ·.design-er would be able to 
quickly a-nd ·easily verify not only t·he structural integrity 
.of the P:a.:rt but also the feasibi-li.ty' :pf manufac.tur:ing the. 
object. At the point where the part is ready fo'r 
manufacture, the d_atabase wh:i¢-h has record_ed pertinent 
material, process, feature. 
.. ·· .... .. . . . . . I ·a"t-1.d assembly 
., 
.1S· 
able to provide this s:ame: da:ta to :t·he programs whi,ch.,;· 
o generate schedti_l·e_s 
o mat·erial li·sts 
,: .. t . t". '. . f t . . . . t" ,., 
o· ·1n1. .. -.1a- -:.-e manu ac uring -c:)::p;e_ra- -.-i:on·:s:. 
process is not kno.,wn 'l:iy th.e computer s;y·s.t~m at.tempting to 
control and scheqU_1e ,tb:E!: ·p:~·rt, or if ~ml:iigqi.ttes exist . 
.. 
This scena.rio does :not. suggest -a1.·1 wor.k i·s ,d_one by 
·computer. ·Instead the :¢~D/CAM system: ·:b.ecomes· ·an- effective 
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modeling, verification and visualization tool which 
provides a means to access existing knowledge and proven 
processes. 
The above scenario assumes the computer system is aware of 
and able to access any or all of the data of every 
operation performed during the entire design and production 
process. A critical problem with present systems is the 
inability to track and retrieve previously input 
information due to: 
o lack of reference to existing drawings or models 
which are created and saved 
o inefficient tracking methods 
o lack information based on feature, material, 
tolerances 
o loss of information input during design. 
CAD/CAM systems as we know them now will not exist in the 
future manufacturing enterprise. New technologies and 
directions which are providing more compact communication 
oriented tools will be prevalent not many years hence. The 
function of a CAD/CAM system will be even more evident as 
the versatility of the tools increase. 
Due to the position and importance of the tool in the 
overall product development cycle and its long term affect 
on product cost, quality, and safety, personnel resources 
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will shift. More people in the up.front (what is presently 
know as engineering and design) operations than • 1S 
presently used. 
Overall, a common, controlling, database will be a very 
critical key to the successful evolution of the future 
factory. 
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Chapter 3; Group Technology 
Introduction: Concepts on Group Technology 
Group Technology (GT) is a very logical and interesting 
topic. Though there is much theory behind Group Technology 
,the concept is qu.ite simple. Group Technology is the 
practice o.f taking advantage of the similarity of items, 
tasks, or functions to achieve • maximum efficiency and-
elimin·ate wasteful ntovements and operation. Most of us 
_p.ractic:e ( or try to} ·the idea be-hi.nd GT. For example, wflii.f;!· 
shopping·· for items ~hich. \iri._l-1. b·e tis«aq. in :be>sting ~ p~·rty, 
the good shopper w.-ill -or.g~niz·Et the list· o:f :items. in· ·such a 
way as t·o s·ave ti111fa. and effort. T·h,e .l·tem.s c1r.e. ··grouped such 
·that all item,s. :_from a particula~ group c~n :be .accumula-ted 
without hav·.1.ng· t·o. make repeg"t: t_rip$ :b.:~c~ .. ·to -an·, ·a:·lre·a.dy 
visited .. p·a:rt o_·f t-he s·t·ore:: .. T:o nc>t. -.organi··z~; the· lis.,t in· -such 
a manner· 'Would result in th~ shopping tri·p, requirin·g mu:c·h . 
nrore t:ime and effort. i,_ik~.wis·e in the a.rea ·o.f· production i·t: 
.does- :not make sense ·t9' ·shi_p .p9-_rts fro.m· o:ne wo:rk .stat.io.n to. 
another 
pattern. 
with o:rga:-n.izatjion .. t·n :th~ 
Group Te·chnology a.s' a design/manufac.tu.ring philosophy has 
been evident .......... ·si·nc,e the beginning·· of the industrial 
revolution. When Eli Whitney introduced .standardization and. 
.. 
·'<~\ 
~-y 
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interchangeability of parts for a U.S. army rifle contract 
the result was a successful effort in GT. This was 
accomplished by grouping the parts of the rifle in families 
representing similarities and manufacturing these parts in 
batches. Doing so decreased: 
' o the cost of each rifle and 
o production and maintence time 
y.et in·creased the overall qual .. ity of the rifles. 
There have been constant efforts and experiments in thi:s 
country since that time, though not through a concent-rated., 
'Iia·t·i on ~wi.de indust·rial effort .. In the early 1900 •·s 
P:rof·e:ssor A .... ::P~ :Sciklovski of ·the: Soviet Union .conducted 
stu.di:e,-s of th.e ·group concept as a ·purely acad.emi .. c e:xercise. 
Th·e· Ge:rm.an·s. u.seci the concept during World Wa·r I.I ,: and tl1e: 
sw.ede·s followed in post-war industrial activit.i:es. 1.1s,ing t.he: 
concept [ 9] ~- Th:e -.book "Scientific ·pr:.:i·n·ciple:s of G:r:o.up: 
Technology'' -by· s·~_P. Mitrofanov in 1959 evolved: f:rom. tn.e 
.r-enewed s:ovi:et Union inte·rest i.n G·r·ou·p: Tec:hno·Iogy :as -~--
_tna·rtu.f:·cfc·tur:ing technique.- [ 1 .. 0] ., 
"Pra.cie·s:s unif:icat.ion.>'-' ,. a .t·ernt u·sed P.Y :Mitro.f:anov, later 
be.came know as "Grou.p· Tec·hnology" and mo$t generally 
r-e~ferred to the grouping· of like parts to pe. produced by 
similar standard processes. Though a r1umber of· conferences 
were held and books written 011 the subject of: GT ,in the mid 
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to late sixties in the United States, most of industrial 
America lacked interest. An editor of a leading American 
industrial management periodical of the time made the 
following comment [11]: 
"W.:e :know all about GT, :b_:Ut .it 1:-s ·_a,n- obsolescent 
procedure. Numerically controlled machines, 
adaptive tooling and computer controlled mac~ine 
technology have leapfrogged GT." 
:'Th9ugh possibly ·not associated with this_: attitude, it i:s 
interesting to note this periodical f old:ed soon after . 
.. For a per:io.d o.f -time (~i'.l:d :still, .~·cco_rd-i.ng: to some) the 
computer-aid.ed: revo·lutio.n .-s·eeme·d t··o be th·e. :savior for 
Americ·an 
. 
' . · .. ,.- SQ. .much. 
attention was given_ to t·he new computer-aided :·too.I,s that: 
some very logical and- potentially productiv~~-~£0-nt:ijpt:s we·re. 
pushed to the wayside. GT wa-s one, =of the.·s:e~ 
T:h.is in no way· is· me,nt to imply- .that :GT b.y ·i.ts·e:If i·s tfre· 
only answer to re_juvenating product_ivi-t·y in -Am_e-rica_. Fo,r· 
that matter any technical the:ory· ·q·r philosophy cannot,. and 
will not provide answers to thes·e issues. A pos.itive work 
ethic, innovation, and proper· perspective on competition 
and development are necessary for survival and growth in 
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any society which desires a strong industrial base. 
Implementation of new ideas and technology are by-products 
of such a society. 
-
Computer-aided engineering, design, and manufacturing tools 
introduced over the last 2 decades have been critical to 
the survival of ma_n:y companies. However, the combinatio,n of 
tools such as: 
o CAD 
o CAM 
o GT and· 
·o ot·her new emerging technologie·s 
·wil'1 pro\ti:_de the basis for large p.ay.ba:_cks in the search for 
mo.re ·p:roduct.ive ,c~es:igri and manu.fact-uring methods. The 
g:r·owing interest in GT illustrates th:e ·n.eed .. f·o·r m.anage·:rs of 
engineering and manufacturing groups to unde.rstand ·th·e. 
. e· "' . I . . . . t _1: importance. of the logical eff ic·iency offered by th:e co=n·.cept 
, . - ·. . . _· - ·.· . .• 
- . - - . I - - .I I 
of ·G.T. f.o.r _oper.at·1on of a p1;c,d_u.¢t1on f ac1l 1 ty. 
t;;roup :T.echnolo.gy ·w.i1l ·be a ve·r·y integral a:ttd sttabil.izi.ng· 
,. . . . ... 
,p1.·ece 
,continuing advancements and improvements it1: C-AD: ·a:tt:d ·cAM 
·tools and databas.e· man-ageme.nt: techrliq\les •. 
4.0· 
> I 
Classification and Coding 
Nearly synonymous with GT is the term classification and 
coding. Classification is the process of separating items 
or processes into divisions according to their differences, 
and grouping them according to their similarities. Coding 
is the symbolic formalization of the. classification 
procedure. Coding·, by means of assigning symbols to the 
classes, allows us to r~member, retrieve, store, and s·ort 
classified items according to characteristics as defined by 
the coded data. 
·, 
:coding and c:l--a-ss·ific.at·ion :"~_ystems ~:~e not .uni-~e tt> the. 
industrial env.i.ronment .• Most: ~y·stems borr~w from .P.reviously· 
defined c_·lasrsi-fic·at·i.ot1 :syste1ns:. Examples of :_some systems 
includ·.e:: 
1. ·Th.e t.a·xon.om_,i.c s·truc:tu-re. .for· c:.l.as s.:i fy·i.n.g -a,::n i:m·a·l s .. , 
plant-, filh, ete. 
.author, tit·le-. . . , or ... di:s·t.inguishing 
• • 1 s:· g·.1..v.en a specific 
code such tha·t even in a li::b~ary w-ith hundred's of 
thousands of volumes _one is able t·.O f·i·na: the exact 
location a -s.pecif--i.c volume. 
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As useful as these methods are they are very static and 
unable to handle the multi-characteristic and dynamic 
nature o·f industrial applications. 
The unique nature of the industrial environment requires 
the structur~ of the classification and coding system to be 
:·able to -a~d .. :cess population distributions of parts and 
assemblie·s a·t. several levels of the classification. 
Existing systems are unable to handle the quantity 
od.is·tributions or dy.namic and varying characteristics o.f 
:parts a.nd proc.e:sses .i'r1 ~ manufacturing environment. 
:Th.ere is. h_owe.v~·r, some ;p:r:edicta.b.ilit_y in types :of parts as 
i.s sn..own. in: f·:igu:r~- 3.-~ 1:, Thi·s f.·igure :1·11ustrates that 74% of 
·the · · ar.ts 
........ P .  in 17% of the 
b .. e., clla.nges: oz- ·imp·rovements mus:t 1n=a·n·y times must be made to 
thes:e 1ia.rt·s, incl:uding. :the- typ·ic_al 74.:%. .Because of these: 
un·iql.le reqUi~ente-nts mu.ch e.f.for:t ;h.a.s· been- expended to ·tail.c>r 
,dynamic c1a·ssifieat1on .an:d co.(fing ·t~cnniques to the. 
i:ndustrial envir.onm:ent .. 
. ... 
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Figure 3.1 - Part to Family Comparison 
Principles of Classification 
Edward Brisch adopted the Linnaean (named after Carolus 
Linnaeus, the Swedish botanist who originated the system of 
taxonomic classification) classification system with some 
modifications to help him organize a procedure for tracking 
design data. As he further developed his technique he 
adhered to the two basic principles of taxonomic 
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classification while adopting two more of his own. The 
four principles are as follows: 
1. All-Embracing:(Brisch) A classification system must 
be able to embrace all existing items and provide 
means to adopt any new items that may be defined as 
related to the existing items. (a classification 
system is suggested to be designed to last 25 years) 
2. Mutually Exclusive: (Linnaean) A classification 
system must be mutually exclusive, that • is, to 
provide only one place for any one item. 
3. Based on Permanent Characteristics:(Linnaean) A good 
classification system must be based on visible 
attributes or easily confirmed permanent and 
unchanging characteristics. 
4. User's Viewpoint:(Brisch) The classification system 
must be developed from the viewpoint of the user as 
opposed to the classifier. Preconceived ideas on a 
solution should not dictate the facts at hand or the 
needs. 
Important factors such as end user awareness, target 
product, and specific use of the system are critical to the 
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design of the classification system. The example in figure 
3.2 [14] shows a classification for • primary materials 
illustrating a simple non-dynamic example of a 
classification application. 
WIRE 
GT 0.30 C STRIP 
LT 0.30 C 9l£ET 
CARBON IT 1.00 C l'LAT£ 
ALLOY LT 1.00 C 
FERROUS IRON STAIN..ESS 
METALS IMINI.M 
PRIMARIES NONFE.~ROUS 
TALS 
Figure 3.2 - Materials Classification 
If it is necessary or desirable to have the system manage 
inventory for example, other criteria such as finish, 
shape, size, treatment, etc must also be included. The 
inclusion of the additional feature descriptions would 
require departing from a strict taxonomic structure to 
design a more flexible system due to the dynamic nature of 
these elements from part to part. 
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A problem like the materials problem in figure 3. 2 could 
usually be fit into an existing solution. Typically, a new 
solution must be designed for a new problem. This • 1S a 
major factor in the use of a good classification system in 
an industrial environment. The- changes required to suit a 
diversity of • companies and applications demands a 
classification system be flexible enough to provide 
tailorable solutions. 
Classification of Groups 
Clustering i terns according to visual characteristics • 1S 
natural when addressing the topic of classifying groups. 
This method has been used by some as the only criterion by 
which parts are grouped. Using only obvious visible 
attributes lacks validity especially in the manufacturing 
environment. Many parts may not closely resemble each other 
with respect to visual characteristics but in fact may 
require similar manufacturing processes. This makes it 
necessary to address the organization of parts according to 
group production. When taking into consideration a 
combination of characteristics such as: 
o shape 
• o size 
• • o precision 
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o treatments 
o manufacturing operations etc. 
the task of grouping becomes very large and requires a 
substantial amount of programmed intelligence to 
successfully accomplish. In such cases each of the 
characteristics must be compared to other pertinent traits 
. ' to arrive at the best part to process, or process to part 
decision functions. 
Soviet researcher, Mi trofanov presented an example where 
this can be accomplished using a manual technique [ 10] 
explaining the process. Mitrofanov described a method using 
a set of punched cards to describe part groupings. Each 
card has holes along the edge and is used as the key for 
the part as illustrated in figure 3.3. 
The holes have a binary meaning (yes or no; on or off) ; 
with each hole assigned a particular criterion or 
characteristic to which the part may or may not adhere. If 
the part displays a certain characteristic then the hole 
representing that characteristic • 1S cut through to the 
edge. If the hole is not cut through to the edge then the 
part does not exhibit the characteristic; the uncut hole 
is equal to a binary no and the slot is · equivalent to a 
binary yes. We simply take a needle and insert it into the 
hole which is to represent the desired characteristic to 
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sort the cards into desired groups with selected 
attributes. When the needle is lifted it takes with it all 
cards of the group of parts not having the requested 
feature. Only those cards representing th~ parts with the 
desired feature are left. The gr,:,up could then be sorted 
further by using multiple needles. In this same basic way 
we can sort, store, and retrieve electronic part data and 
associated information if it has been classified and coded 
in a manner which will support automatic searching. 
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0000000000000000000000 
Figure 3.3 - Punched Cards for Grouping Parts 
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Coding 
All of the work accomplished successfully in classification 
may well be for naught if a method of recording that 
structure is not established. This is the purpose of 
coding. Classification is the method for obtaining optimum 
groups; coding is th:e, -process of formalizing the 
classification procedure. The code is usually an alpha 
and/or numeric string with each digit having a certain 
m·e--ani:ng. When expanded to show its representative format 
t-h,e code will provid~ a description of the classified 
·~-
s·e·:lect.i·o-n of .a meaningful coding and c::1aS$:i.fication system 
is· importa·-nt to ensure proper balance ·between the amount of· 
information n,ecessary and the number of digits required to 
keep ·th.e i·nf·o-rmation. The s·horter the code the less chance 
o.f .in~roducing ·.erro.:r- 'a.n.d e·asi.er· the code.· is manage. A 
number cif ·factors· :may :affec.t. ·tne- length of the code such as'. 
t·_he co-:mpl-e·xity :O·f the .:app·1.i.¢ation and also the type of· ttod-e, 
tfse·d .·: 
.. ,·· . 
Th.ere are two types of· dods ~Ost used 
. ..: '·. ' .· 
i·n. i.ndustry to. 
·c:atego:rize part data: 1) the integrated code,, ·or monocoge-. 
system, 2:): 'the polycode system. Figure 3. 4 iilustrates the: 
basic structure o:.f po:lycode and monocode·. -t.e.chniques. 
4.9· 
The monocode system is based on hierarchial classification 
of part data. A bound, tree-like structure code, the 
monocode limits itself by the scope of the population of 
items it is intended to embrace. In the monocode system the 
meaning of each digit is dependent on the preceding digit. 
This structure can provide a very detailed analysis in a 
short string of digits. 
MONOCODE EMBEDDED IN POL YCOOE. 
POLYCOOE MONOCODE POLYCODE r~--.,.,,1"'-....---......., 
Figure 3.4 Polycode and Monocode Methods 
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Monocode systems have been used by design departments for a 
number of years because they well suited to the 
requirements of shape similarities necessary in the design 
environment. However, the monocode structure can be 
difficult to construct because of the need to describe 
inherent dependencies which are not always apparent or 
definable. 
Both systems ·h·ave obvious advantages and .. disadvantages. The 
monocode system .. allows a large amount of information in a 
s·hort (i.igit string~ where.a~ t-lle polyco·de,, though a long.er 
d._:i_g.i.t, .$t:ting., i~ .easi~r ·to· construct and interpret. Hybrid 
are ··._··.·.· ·····t····_.··· .. t· ·d co,ns. ·. ru.c e which capitaliz:e ,on the 
. - ... 
. ad.vantages o.f ,b.ot:h _Sys .. t·ems to optimi·z~ the: :us.e o.f 
:.Th'ere :.a·re 'two: :itn·po·rta.nt .·i.tems ·to· cot1s.icl¢r .fat $·.µcce$·s:·f".u:l, 
imp·l::eme.ntat.'ion. -of ·a c,las-s.if·-icat .. ion an_d· -l pocii:r1g system. .1,)· 
af:t:e·r-· invest-igat.ion of :a cod..i_•ng s-y--$tem and t:Eaview o.f 
int'er·nal requi.rements it will :be:com.e O'bvi.-ous a cert;a·in 
amount ,o·.f tailoring will 
optimization; .of the system. lic:>"pe·s. t:o ,~cqu·fr·e· --a univ·er:-s·al 
classif.ica.t·:i·on an:d cocji-n·g system are not re·alisti.c _i .. n the 
majority crf industrial appl icat_i:ons -. I.inpl·emento:.rs crf 
(. 
systems s"l1ould therefore count On.··, _· '. O:'-f· :the 
acquired s:ystem and plan ~ccordi.ngl:y •. 
·2) the key to the success of any system will be its 
flexibility. It would seem advantageous to freeze part and 
process development activities in order to have a stable 
"-..,, 
base from which to work. With the competitive and dynamic 
nature of the industrial sector, such a luxury • 1S not 
possible. Futhermore, given the ultimate goal of GT, which 
is organized flexibility, optimization, and standardization 
·within a dynamic operation, freezing activities would not 
be beneficial. The implementation of any system including a 
classification -and coding system is very important. If 
results of a system are les.·s: than expected, the 
implementation and application shou·Id be investigated. _f·irst 
rather than the ·system itself. 
Use in Manufacturing 
I·n. the proces,s o:f _p:roducing a p_a-rt ·or ob_J:ec·t ,ce·.t,ta·i·n 
p:1..1.i.ld.ing a wooden bookshelf we natura1·1:y wou:1.d _b-e s·qre to 
make all sections of the s:he.lv:es th·e .c·o_rre·c·t le_ng:th be·f·o:re 
we attempt to fasten the:111 to.gether. To a·tt·empt to 'pe-r:·forirt 
t._hese two o·p·erations in ·-reverse --woul.d s.i111p.iy not wotk~ By 
the same· toke:n if· we are building :a n:um}:)e·r .:o.f .boo~~h~lve·s· 
we typic_ally cu.t 
.. ·, 
a number, if' :not all., 'Of the shelf. . . . . . 
sections ·be-fore we begin to ·a:ssemb·i.y th~m . . . ·in order to 
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maintain maximum efficiency. If we set up the saw to cut 2 
of one length, changed our set-up to cut a different 
length, then changed. our set-up again to cut more of the 
first length we are wasting time and effort. In addition we 
are increasing the chance of error when the number of set-
ups is increased. By using the same set-up without change 
we are assured all lengths are the same. Varitions would 
easily occour if we made a number of changes to the set-up. 
This would dramatically decrease the quality of our end 
product. As is indicated by Figure 3.5 a large portion of 
the time required to manufacture parts is actually waiting 
time. 
ON MACHINE MOVING AND WASTING TIME 
• 
95% 
70% 
l"IME IN CUT LOAD. UNLOAD. INSPECT 
Figure 3.5 - Wait vs. In-process Time 
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This wasted time is typically expended when parts are 
sitting while new machine. set-ups are done. Just as in out 
example, much of the time we spend "cutting" the boards to 
correct length for our bookshelf is actually spent ~etting 
up our saw and ji~s, not cutting. If we could decrease this 
set-up time and increase the actual "in-process" time of 
each part, savings in time and increases in quality would 
be reali·zed. Using Group Technology allows · us the 
opportunity to analyze all operations nec:essary to perform. 
our complete task and organize them in a. manner to ensur:e: 
maximum ef.ficiency.. This application o.·.f process p·lann-ing_ 
and .production s,c:h:e·d..uling is a major a:ppl.i.cation of. GT :and 
classification and coqirig i·n manufactu:r-i·ng .. 
Manufactur'i·ng .can· be. mucn .. mtlt~ ·complex in an ind·ustrial 
setting tha·n .l1a.s been :described i·n the analogy u·.sed above. 
For example rnp~:t :p·at-t-s must have more th·a-11 :o·ne· operat.io,n, 
p·r.0111.0:te tnax·imu.rn ~fficiency and id,e.nti(y· bottlen.e·ck-s. Fi·gure 
3. ,6: :a. ,and 3. •: 6 :b· s·h:ow ·c,.n_ ex.ampl..~. of· ::hc:>.w· a·n ~tnef·f'i.-c:ie·n.t 
fun·ctio·nal 
and decrease -wait-·tim~ .. 
FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT 
LATHE LATHE LATHE LATHE 
IN 
Ml Ml M2 M2 
GRIND GRIND GRIND GRIND 
Figure 3.6 a - Functional Layout 
GROUP LAYOUT 
..., 
LATHE GROUP # I GRIND 
Ml 
LATHE GRIND 
LATHE GROUP #2 OUT 
M2 GRIND 
LATHE 
GROUP #3 
-
IN 
" 
0 UT 
Ml M2 , D , \.. GRIND 
-
Figure 3.6 b - Group Layout 
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Results from serious GT applications can be very 
impressive. Tables 3. 1 and 3. 2 show results achieved in 
cases of successful GT applications in two separate 
• companies (18]. 
No. of part produced 
No. of machines 
No. of routings 
Before GT 
534 
45 
184 
Table 3.1 - GT Routing Improvements# 1 
No. of part produced 
No. of machines 
No. of routings 
Before GT 
324 
22 
115 
Table 3. 2 - GT Rau.ting Improvements # 2 
After GT 
534 
4 
10 
After GT 
324 
7 
70 
These examples show exciting savings. Not every application 
will be as dramatic as these, however the applications of 
GT are only limited by the imagination and innovation of 
the implementors and users. 
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Design engineering applications 
Most applications of GT· and classification and coding in 
the design engineering environment have concentrated on 
design retrieval. This application is very well suited to 
the GT concept. The process is one which consists of an 
interactive session by the designer/engineer with the 
design retrieva:l :sy,s·tem-... 
designer will input parameters ·h .... "h :w .. . 1:0.:· .de.f:.ine.· the 
characterist.-ics of the part to search fat·. After all 
Jlaramet.ers. have been given the: system will search the 
existing coded database to- 1-oc·ate similar parts. If an 
exact fit is found, it will eliminate the .generation o_.f: a. 
new part des·ign. and associated costs an·d ef.fort.. If. an: 
exac·t f·i·t. i-s. ·not· fou.nd,., it is pos:s:ilJl·e .a: c:los.~·- .ti:t ·pa~t. 
used t.Oi t.o.ta:l ·.····· •. -·•.• ·t amot1n ... :r.ew.ork 
requ.i.re_d·.- The resu-1·t :o·f: :t:his a.ppl_icatio.b ·i .. s a :red·ucti:on ·a-rid. 
no·peful ev,e_ntual e:1_i1n-i_n_a.ti.o_n: .o·f d.upl.i_¢at.e d.esigns.: 
-"-
"°I.n ·add·it•io·n. t.o ·s'.av .. i .. ng t.ime by desi.gii: r.etr:iev-al 1.·t ·i-.s a·1·s.o 
pos:s.-ib·.1.e to ·u.se th:e information from t.he retr·ieve.d: ·d:esign 
t·o ·reduce th·e amoun·t of work. N/C, process ·p·lanning and 
other manufacturing opeiations may have already been 
performed on the existing part and may be available • 
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Though not typically called GT, other applications have 
long been used in design/engineering w~hich are meant to 
take advantage of similarities in parts. Parametric, or 
family of parts, programming techniques on CAD/CAM systems 
has proven to be an excellent method of inq,reasing or 
•. 
improving produ·ct=ivi·ty from computer-aided tools. I=:n 
addition. to ,prov·id:ing geometry for the designer it. i.s· also 
possibl_e: to ge-nerate::· 
-o engineering documentatio.:rt 
o parts lists 
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Chapter 4: Databases and Database Management 
Introduction: Evolution of Database Technology 
A database, most simply defined, is a collection of facts, 
figures, and information generated either by manual or 
computer methods. In today's world a database is by default 
assumed to be electronic data generated by computer 
applications. A recent article in Fortune magazine set 
forth the following definition: "Databases are simply a 
collection of facts, organized for quick search and 
retrieval, especially QY computer" (underline added). [19] 
Because the computer age has provided the capability to 
generate tremendous amounts of data, the primary focus in 
., 
modern information management operations concentrate on the 
effective control of the computer-generated data. 
Database technology, the theory and techniques of effective 
computerized information management, originated in the 
1960's. The beginnings were fostered I in research 
laboratories from major computing companies such as IBM, 
and from research universities such as MIT which spawned 
Computer Corporation of America (authors of Model 204, an 
initial powerful relational type database system) [ 2 O] . 
Major commercial software vendors began to introduce 
Database Management Systems (DBMS), such as Cullinane 
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Database and Cincom Systems, both of which are still being 
marketed. Growth for this critical technology is still very 
dramatic. According to International Data Corporations 1985 
market study, the annual growth rate of the DBMS market 
since 1982 has been 32% (20]. Given the need for more and 
better tools to manage data this trend will probably 
continue at a comparable if not increased rate. 
Many advances have been key to the growth of DBMS. These 
include: 
o Advanced. programming practices with 4th and 5th 
generation languages have provided some answers to 
increased access needs. 
o Tremendous progress j_n hardware speed and storage 
capacity has facilitated faster search and 
retrieval of more data than was imagined possible 
in the early 1960's. 
o Report writers and micro-to-mainframe links have 
allowed users to retrieve data and load it onto 
PC's without having 
programming languages. 
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to learn complicated 
• 
Other advances which are forthcoming offer users the 
capability of accessing data without having to learn any 
programming language. 
A DBMS is a computerized record keeping system. The 
objective is to provide any user of the data with the 
mechanism to easily input and request information for a 
variety of applications. The DBMS must also be able to 
distinguish what types and amount of data is needed for a 
given task. Figure 4 .1 shows a simplified picture of a 
database system and the relationship of applications to the 
user through a database system [21]. 
Application 
programs 
// 
Database 
Figure 4.1 DBMS Configuration 
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D 
End-users 
• 
Advantages to Database Management 
The advantage of a DBMS over a manual systems is primarily 
in the data independence possible with a DBMS package. This 
permits user to change the structure of the database 
without affecting applications while still maintaining 
flexibility in the representation and manipulation of data. 
In other words the way the data is defined and stored in 
the database is independent to the applications which 
describe and/.or .access that data. :Th.us the user can ·change. 
:either :the·. application or the: d.atabase itself, without 
having to make ma.j:·or changes on·· a1.1 .. a.sso.o.iated parts of the 
data environment~ 
methods a:r.e v·ery a,pp.-a:rent. ·The ·Sp.ac.e required to· $·tore .a 
computer: .dat:a·b·:a.s:e.- i.:s; dramatically. l:es.s than t:.h·e; :am·o\tnt qf: 
space to sto·r:e a.n equal amount 't>:f i.nform~ti.o .. n on, ·pa._pet •. A 
computer ·i.s: able to qu-ickiy ,search a.nd ret·r.iev··e. th·.e . .1nos:t 
:cur·re:nt information at speed··s et\orniqqS:;:ly gtea.t:~r than a.t: 
:which a: human could perf:Ontl· th:e same operat·:ion. This 
e;lim·in·ates t,3d.ious tasks: wh·ich are more effectively 
In addition 'to.. the· numerous· ... - -
advantages of comp.ut.Efr·ized database systems ove,r ma.nua.1, 
methods, there are ,a:l..so advantages to operating a ·w:e.tL.1.-: 
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structured DBMS over a simple computer directory and filing 
system. Four of these advantages are: 
o Control of redundancy and inconsistency: In a system 
where each application has its own file, redundant 
.. 
data is generated. Redundancy is not only wasteful 
but greatly increases the chances of inaccuracies in 
the database. In an efficient database system the 
inconsistencies can be eliminated and redundancy can 
be controlled by providing access to the database for 
a variety of applications. 
o Sharing of Data: Additional needs constantly require 
the generation of application interfaces. A good DBMS 
I 
1S 
I 
using existing capable of data for the new 
application without having to create additional 
·~ 
stored data. 
o Policy Enforcement and Security: The control of data 
formats, access, transfers, modifications, etc. • 1S 
crucial to the safety of c.\ companies proprietary 
information, and prevention of data contamination. An 
effective DBMS will support mechanism to secure the 
database against' any unwanted changes. 
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o Integrity: Al though closely related to redundancy 
control, database integrity ties all of the 
previously mentioned points together. To ensure 
complete integrity, especially in a multi-user 
system, requires constant attention tu: 1.The amount 
of required redundancy ( if any) , 2. Comparing all 
user data queries and changes, shared or private, to 
the priority, importance, and standards of the 
system. [21] [22] 
The actual DBMS which can accomplish all four of these 
benefits, and be functional in a multi-application 
environment is yet to be designed. This is especially true 
of the CAD/CAM environment. The majority of database 
development and design efforts to date have concentrated on 
the management of textual data instead of geometric data as 
is generated by CAD/CAM systems. 
Database Development 
The database development process is very important to the 
success of the final product regardless of the application. 
It is important to address the database development process 
before introducing some database design methods because of 
the importance of maintaining a proper perspective when 
designing a database. In the process of designing a 
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database, a particular database technique or system should 
not be selected and the application made to fit around it. 
Forcing the application to fit the design method will 
lessen the effectiveness of the finished database system. 
It is critical to the success and functionality of the 
completed database that a system be built, regardless of 
the type of method it seems to fit, to best serve the 
identified needs. 
There are four basic steps that should be completed for 
successful database development: [22]. 
o Specify requirements 
o Evaluate alternatives 
o Design the system 
o Implementation 
Specify Requirements 
In order to specify requirements for database development 
it is necessary to determine the needs of the user. Often 
this can be quite intensive and time consuming. First the 
problem must be defined and an estimation of both time and 
capital resources should be generated in order to allow 
good management decision and expectations with respect to 
the completed product. Second, the requirements need to be 
outlined in detail. Understanding the present st'stem is 
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very critical to this step. Evaluation of alternatives can 
then be discussed. 
Evaluate Alternatives 
After the information has been gathered and requirements 
specified the best way to meet the established needs can 
then be determined. A number of alternatives ranging from 
going nothing, i,f that is determined to be the. most 
·eff·ect.ive for the long term, to major investment of capital 
-and manpower in the design of an in-house system can be 
analyzed. At :this· po:int an alterna·tive(s) must be selected 
.and a project _pl.an: 'd:eveloped based on that decis.ion .• 
Database Design 
.. 
The goals of the datab,a~e: d:~~-ign ];>h:as·e are: 
1 The design of the- .database structure and-
·.2 the desi_g:n. of .. the application interface.~ 
The l,ogi.ca.l d.e:sig-rt i:Et.: c·.bltlpJ.~.et·ea dur:i:ng th.i's p-ha:;e as well 
as· t:h·e: .a·esign of tne: q~.ta d:ic·t-io.tta:ry·· and; establj.shing the 
·reco,r·d: '.rel.a·t.ionship·s:. :ts·S·u.es .s:u·ch. as proc.edures, security, 
.. 
mus-t -then -1.:>:e: fc>·l-lowed the: a'cttia-1 . ' . . - ' . - . . . : . . .. 
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Implementation 
The last step of this process is the implementation ·of: th$ 
design. The new system must be 
o installed, 
o tested, 
o documented, and 
o :iusers trained on the new· .sy-s·tem. 
Additionally, there are typically old progr-ams and data 
which must be converted to the new database format. 
This s.ec:t-.io,n -on: datab.ase desig:·n o.'f_fer-s only a very .br:ie::f: 
overvi·e·w· d·fi t;:h:e development p.roc.es.·s·-·-· F·o·-r more 'detai·1_ed 
infortna·ti.on -on this very imp·o.rta-nt subject t.n·e reader i-s. 
referred to the b6oks and documents list~d under th~ 
database section. of the: bi::bliogr.aphies •. 
Data Item Relationships 
·T-he·r:e ·ar·e vari.ous: ways. whi·c:h ·±tems of dat.a ca·n be :relat··ed,. 
:r.·here ·arei a:1:s.o. '.a. .n:umb,er of· ·methods ·for desc,rib·.ing ·tho.s-e.-
relat.i:ons:h·ips. The rel_ation$hip ·b-etween- an:y· :two :items 
·t:·yp:ically consists of. one of ·t:he: _fc:>'.ll,·owin.9 four types :cs:e·e. 
fi-.gu:re ·4. 2 a:-d) : 
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NAME 
SOCIAL 
a,......--------1 SECURITY 
NO 
ONE - ONE 
Figure 4.2 a One-·to-One Relationship 
ONE - MANY 
Figure 4.2 b One-to-Many Relationship 
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JOHN E. 
JOHNSTON 
MANY - ONE 
Figure 4.2 c Many-to-One Relationship 
I 
,/ 
MANY - MANY 
Figure 4.2 d Many-to-Many Relationship 
' 
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o One-to-One: Each item P has one and only one item of c 
associated with it. 
An example of this illustrated by viewing the • 1S 
relationship • any given person and their social of 
security number. For a particular person, who • is 
represented by a name such as John E. Johnston, one and 
only one social security number is assigned. Conversely 
for a single occurrence of a social security number, one 
and only one person is represented. 
o One-to-Many: Any item P may have one 
or more items C associated with 
associated with only one value of P. 
it, however C • 1S 
A professor teaching class JJ-203 has many students ~ho 
take that class. However, each student in that class has 
only one pr9fessor for that class. 
o Many-to-one: Item Pis associated with only one item 
C, but C is associated- with one or more of P. This 
relationship is just the reverse of the one-to-many. 
For example, student John E. Johnston takes three classes 
from three different professors. Each professor only has 
one John E. Johnston (assuming only one John E. Johnston 
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in the school), but John E. Johnston is associated with 3 
different professors. 
o Many-to-Many: For each item P which is associated with 
one or more of item C, C is also associated with one 
or more items of type P. 
for example a class. ltlay b.e ·tea·i;n taught by two p.rofessor 
each of whom teach on·e. .or .more other classes. 
As will be seen in a .. discussion, in chapter 6·. ·all ·of these 
t:.ypes of relationships can exis,t in an engineering and 
:1nq.nufacturing environment. :Th.ese data item relationships 
·Can be represented by· at least one of the four data 
structure metho.ds used in database development. 
Database Structures 
Fie>.:ur ba·s·i:c ca.t:·agc>'r:ies o··f· :data: ·St.ruo·tu·res ,have emerged i·t1 
·th:e ·ctataba·se teq.l1no1o·gy are·a-:', h·owe.ver .. c>nl.y three are: 
usually consicierecl ~s :prima.ry d·e·s.ign me.tho.d$.. The :f:our 
catagories are: 
o relational, 
.o hierarchical t 
" 
o network, an.d 
The inverted list technique is similar in nature to the 
relational and as such is not usually considered as one of 
the major design techniques. The remainder of this chapter 
will be dedicated to explanation of the three • primary 
design methods, hierarchical, network, and relational. 
The hierarchical system, along with the network system, 
gained wide acceptance in original database efforts because 
they provided efficient storage and good performance. With 
the dramatic decrease in computing hardware the relational 
system· .ha_s become more popular as :i:t offers more-
_flexibi.:l.J.·ty in data manipulation. 
The Hierarchical system 
Th.e hierarchical s:ys-tern I_:s· "l:,as.-i.caliy .a set of :t.re.es-. 'l'h~-
t··ree· consists o:f ·a ''root.••· :or 11·parent" which is rel.at·ed to 
zero or :more '-ibranch" -.o·r· "·child" subtrees. (:Pep,e_nd-i.ng on 
the document these t-erms vary, in this t:h~·s·t:s· t.he ·t.:ettns 
.. 
"parent" and "child" w·ill be used to· :a·e.-scr:ib.e: ·ci >r~¢o-tg: ~-nd 
.d.ependents o.f the rec.Ord.). The .e:nt·ire:: da.taJ:>a.s..e. c.an ib:e 
thought of as: ~ ~--in9.1.e 1a·r.9e ·tre·.e.. In: the tr·e~ efa_ct1 ch:ild 
must have only on~ pa·ren·t-. A par:ent. ma}.' ._have .a-ny: 'I'l'llm,b.er., ;of· 
child records; assoc.i~_t:ed -w·it'h it" F·i:gure :.4. 3 i:11us-t·rat·es 
the parent-child :,:el.·at._i .. o_n:·shi.p in the hiera·-r:ohi:¢a-l st.ructu·re: 
[ I 
or system. 
. .. 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
PARENT 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
CHILD 
HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE 
Figure 4.3. Hierarchical Structure 
This structure is the type used by most classification and 
coding systems which were described in Chapter 3. The pure 
hierarchial structure is a very good way to model one-to-
one and one-to-many types of relations. Attempts to use 
this structure for a many-to-many relation are not as 
adaptable. To model a many-to-many with the hierarchical 
structure the relations must be broken up into two or more 
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one-to-many relationships. Though doing so is workable, it 
can cause redundancy which increases the possibility of 
error and inconsistency in the database. 
The Network system 
T.he network stru·cture is an extended farm of ·the 
h·ierarchical structure just described. By relaxing t.he 
limitations of a single parent to allow the child mo~e. than 
o.ri.e parent the result i,s a nu1nber of nodes connected: .P:y· .a 
-
·variety of links is ·thus creating a "network". .lt1 a 
hierarchial system a chi·1.a had exactly one parent wh:ile .in 
·a network a child c.a:n. have any number· of· p~rent_s ·• An 
The. ·n·etw.ork. data stru·otur,e ·is .. ac:tt1a:11y· ~ :gro·u·p o.·f· :one-to-
ni::a:ny·· da.t:a; s:ets ·wi .. t:h: ·th:e ·pa·rent of e:a.cll, s~.t r.epre·sent·ed by· 
the .none" in the one.i-·.to-many relat;i..an~h-ip·. The:re is -howeve:r· 
represent .many.;··to.--many relatio..ns;ti_::ips. 
7.4 
.. 
-~ 
Al A2 A3 Ml 
S2 S3 S4 
SIMPLE NETWORK STRUCTURE 
·The ,o.wner ,.o:{:: ci give:n: grou:p, ca·nnot be· a: n1emb,er o.f anoth·er 
g:to·up wbe::t¢ the owner o\f: the ,sec·Ond group .iL.s. .a. member o.f· 
tn:e: fir:st. Su..c.h. ·~ te·I,fti·:ons·h·i:p: creates an a.no:m:aly which i:s. 
very d'iffi:c11lt tor ·netwo.rk structure ope·rators t:o· res:o'lv.e .. 
of: 
de.fini tion 
.. . . . . .. ·, ...
the 
.... ; . 
f].ex·ib··iii·tY of 
it 
th:e network: ·system, 
. ... 
·1·n· 
·:· . . _: :. ; 
. .,.·· .. 
sol ut·1::on.s.· .in, nlany, 
ctiff'.e't~nt ·areas with mu:l,tipl,e:: n.ode·-to-nod:e c·onne.c·t..io,n$. 
:a.ow.evet thi.s strength is a1s.o .a .drawback --· t.he potenti:·~.1 
e~'i.$·ts for creating very large and complicated databases·. 
tnis: ·increases th.e overhead reqµ.i:;red t·o operate. :t·h·e 
•. 
database and can also make the database difficult to use 
because of the need to define data access paths to utilize 
all defined data. 
The Relational system 
The relational method derives its name not from the 
relationships that are defined between items but because of 
this structure is based on the mathematical principles 
relational algebra and calculus [21]. From the standpoint 
of the user the relational database system could be viewed 
as a set of tables. Relational operations are performed 
against the database to combine parts or all of the tables 
to generate new tables. 
The terminology for describing a relational system 
different than that of the network and hierarchical 
systems. These definitions are briefly described as: (21] 
(see Figure 4. 5) [21] 
o A relation corresponds to a table. 
o A tuple is a row in the table. 
o An attribute is a column in the table. 
o A primary key is a unique identifier for the table. 
o A domain is a group of values from which attributes 
draw their values. 
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S# NAME STATUS CITY 
Paris 
etc. 
Domains 
Primary key \ \ ' I 
I 
I 
I 
s 
Relation 
\ I 
\ I 
-@ SNAME 
S1 Smith 
S2 Jones 
S3 Blake 
S4 Clark 
S5 Adams 
I , 
STATUS 
20 
10 
30 
20 
30 
I 
I 
• 
CITY 
London 
Paris 
Paris 
London 
Athens 
• Attributes 
~ 
.__...- Tuples 
~ 
./ 
Figure 4.5. Relational Model Structure 
An example of two relations, Student and Enrollment, is given 
in Figure 4.6 a and b.(22] Two new relations derived when a 
selection operation were performed on the original two 
relations is shown in Figure 4.7 a and b. (22] 
SID Name Major Grade_level Age 
123 JONES HISTORY JR 21 
158 PARKS ~lATH GR 26 
105 ANDERSON MANAGEMENT SN 27 
271 SMITH HISTORY JR 19 
a. STUDENT Relation 
Student_number Class_name Position_number 
123 H350 I 
105 BA490 3 
123 BA490 7 
b. ENROLLMENT Relation 
Figure 4.6. Tables in a Relational Model 
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SID Name Major Glev Age 
158 PARKS MATH GR 26 
a. STUDENT WHERE Major • 'MATH' 
SID Name Major Glev Age 
123 JONES HISTORY JR 21 
271 SMITH HISTORY JR 19 
b. STUDENT WHERE Age < 25 
Figure 4.7. Selection Operators on Relational Tables 
A relational model is one in which no record is subordinate 
to any other record. Some pointers may be required when the 
actually mapping or loading of the physical description of 
the database into the computer is done. 
Additionally, in the conceptual view of the relational model 
no pointers are needed to establish relationships between 
various items. This helps the user of the database by 
eliminating the task of defining complex paths. • 1S 
sometimes necessary, however, for the user to provide paths 
between relations. 
The relational structure is much more popular in state-of-
' 
the-art database packages. Virtually every database system 
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being commercially written now is of the relational type. In 
addition, nearly all present database research is also based 
on relational methods. This is due not only to the 
flexibility of data definition, but also the increased 
ability to manipulate data using a relational system versus 
other systems. Applications are still evident for each of the 
structure methodologies and each will continue to be used for 
a long time. The mixture of these systems produce hybrid 
databases. This allows different structures to be applied at 
different levels to most effectively ut .. ilize the advantages 
.o:f each method. Produce hybrid t.yp.,e system$ :provides a 
:rnechatiism for unifying e:xi.sti.ng· systems. 
Chapter 5; 
A Parametric Feature Based Part Database Method 
Introduction: Parametric Methods for Part Design 
During the. design process the design engineer must be able 
to draw upon experience and utilize the imagination • in 
order to reach a workable solution to a given problem. As 
the actual design of the part takes place the designer 
begins to think in· terms of features ·and characteristics 
which can be us_eci :tQ: ~-atisfy requirements of the proposed 
Th:e f:eatu:r¢s ~nd ·ch·a.rac:ter.i·s .. tic:s which ar ..e ·generated during 
-a designers tpought process 'inust. be documented and 
communicated to· ot:h·er k.ey ·personnel. I·t is not enougn ·t¢>. 
dqcument or1ly ·the- geometric features; rathe'rt ,a ·c·omplet:e· 
.. . . . . 
eng.:i-nee·r·i·ng :cltawi.ng: set is required. r·n the process crf 
generating th.e. grawt.n.g .~e:t-; ·th:·e· qe-s i·gn·e·r cfr d=ra ftsman ·m.,1st 
ta.-ke· the feature~ and ch2ira.cte:ristic-s: wh.-ich des.c:r·±be th·e· 
·p:_a.rt and graphically .represent ·tnem by means .o:f :1.ine.S:; 
a. :.r.c·.s ,... c·ircles etc· .. 
. . I . . . 
., 
·rn: ·the .. automated wor-ld: of CAD systems the pr=Q:c.ess. i.n m.ost 
envi.ronments is vir:ttl.ally the same with the :e·xcept_-i ... on·· that 
is done ·by ·the- ·computer. 
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Unfortunately this process to often takes place even if the 
part in question is fairly standard with respect to type 
and features. The CAD systems have, for the most part, not 
reached their potential in assisting in real part design. 
The capability of the systems to do this could be improved 
if a mechanism to capture and display the feature 
information described was possible 
process, instead of subsequent to it. 
Parametric Method Justification 
'rhe parametric and feature based 
i 
as part of the design 
part. descrip_ti,on-. • 1S 
n:2i"t·ural to the ·way a designer thinks. The capability for 
accomplishing this is provided by defining and recprd·i.ng_ 
features interactively during the design proces~~ Thi& 
represents only a part of the jus·tification for a fe·a·ture 
based method . 
.. 
f'l .. gure 3 • :1 in, C_h'ap,ter 3:: Group Technology, iJ.l_ustrated th·e 
. 
. . . 
-nqmber of. pa.rt. ·f-amil.i:es (17%) with respect ta ·tne nu)$er of 
'parts contained, "i.n· th.ose .fami.li-e:s. (74%). Becaus.e o·f the 
need to design: part:s ·similar ·to. the.s,e: common. parts, yet 
different enou_gh to warrant new· p_art designation, the 
ability t_o :ci:rrange the new part (s:J by common features is a 
distinct advantage. In add·iti·o.n ·to· t.ime· savings in mod·e·I 
generation, a sav·ings -·can al.so be reali..zed if the fe?itures 
:-· 8··1· ·. . 
used to generate the part are proven with respect to 
manufacturing capabilities and process. This increases the 
ability to accomplish process scheduling and process 
planning functions for these parts automatically. 
Naturally-, not all parts fit into the mold of a parametric 
family but this is not to say that the effectiveness of a 
parametric/feature ,based description method is lessened. on 
the contrary, in. .an environment which utilizes the 
parametric methodol,ogy· to save time and effort for the 
majority of parts. ·Thi:s I.eaves more time to concentrate on 
resolving issues re:lat.ive to: the non-standard parts and 
processes . 
. A simple· examp1·e of this ~echn,i~·e ·e:xist.s :·i-n an eng-ineering 
d'.ivision of .a major .·corporation used a, parametri.c 
description me·t.hod to w.r'ite application p·rograms for :a.: 
fa-mily of· .¢yc_lqi:dal .. cams-. An estimated savi·ngs of 50% i·n 
ov,e.ral.l e:ng:ineering/.des:ign ·t.ime: for the ca.ms, a-nd 2··0.% in. 
ove.ra.11. ma.nu:factu.ring· time .f.or these part·s· were .te~·iized 
c:2.3]. thro.ugh. ·,th-i.s :meth.9ci., :T:he ·a·ctually pr·o.g:r·a.l1Ull'i-ng was :,done 
.u·sing a CAD :sys·~em. graph,ics ·pr·.o·gramm.ing lan:guage. The· 
:program required 3 man-months· ,t,o wr-i.te·, a·ebug, and t~s~ .. ·~·y· 
j.·11p·:u·t of critical parameters, th.e· :geometry wa·s :gen£trated: 
along with a fully dimensioned engineeri:ng· draw,fp9'.-. 
Additionally, depending on the :complexity of t-h.e_: part, ~11 
'( 
or part of the N/C source file was generated. I:f the 
program was not able to generate all of the N/C 
information, it would output as much as possible then 
return control to the N/C programmer to finish the task. 
The time and dollar savings were only part of the benefit 
. 
an increase in quality was realized because of the 
standardization of the process. This was due to the fact 
that typically one of three N/C programmers would perform 
the task and each did so differently. By having the program 
perform the majority of the operations the potential for 
error was greatly reduced. 
-.. 
The key in: making a process such as, 'this worthwh_i.le is ·to 
understand that the application.s program cannot solve :all 
problems and should n.ot attempt to. The entire effort 
s.l1ould be based on th--e understanding that it is. to assist 
·the user not replace th·em, whether they be N/C programmers, 
designers, engineers, -or managers.. _Lastly the application 
11\Ust be designed in s.u.cb a way as to be mod.ula.r· in .:n·ature.: 
to pro.vf:de f lexibil-ity :.for futu,re expansion .a.nd c·hang,e .• 
·:r·oo often in t-hi.s: ·age ot :~utomati_on t_oo ma·ny -ma·nag:e:ts· and· 
CAD/CAM users try to justify expenditures of m.illions o.f: 
·dollars by finding millibn. dollar savings. As Charles Knox 
said in 1981 "There is ri.o such thing as a m.illion dollar 
savir,gs, but there are millions of one :dollar ·savings". [ 24] 
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By initially searching out common and standard process for 
automation, more productivity can be realized than if 
entire production operations are targeted which often are 
not well understood from a communication perspective. A 
process that is not well defined cannot be effectively 
automated. 
Application of CAD/CAM, Group Technology, and Database 
Computer-aided design and manufacturi:hg systems have 
provided excellent opportunities f.or: automating selected 
f·unctions within a: m_anuf acturing organization. As was 
·pointed o~t in .Chapte.r: 2, while these systems by themselves .. 
are not able to serve the entire breadth of functions which 
·mu·st ·pe a.1.1.tomated, they are c_ritical to overall autom·ati.o.n,. 
t 
'rhe CAD/CAM system ·st·and:s as the keystone to: :st::r·.ea:inlining 
the entire part production operation. With the po;t:e.ntial to 
not on.ly describe an.d display an objec,t for· v·isual. 
,examination., ·bu-t to pr.ovide d~.p~bilities. t,:o: test. it.s 
strengtl) and functionali~y·r th~ system is indispensib.·l_e. 
Nearly a1·1 s.ystems have as .a importan.t :p:ar·t .of the:ir 
the .  . .. . c·apab1.l1ty to generate ·pr.ogr-ams· to serve 
specific applications. This flexibility • 1S nec:essary to 
generate parametric programs and provide the user th~ 
ability to tailor the system to meet their specific needs •. 
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Group technology is the base on which to describe a family 
of parts and determine the basic features of the family and 
the relative manufacturing processes. GT provides the 
mechanism to link the feature-based description in the CAD 
environment and the process, or processes, which must be 
used to satisfy the fabrication requirements for the part 
in the manufacturing environment. Classification and coding 
as a subset of GT to provide a logical methodology for 
categorizing, 
storing,. and 
retrieving information 
:apoQt each part pas.~d on its similaritie·s: to other parts. 
Q:n$ of the prim·ary strengths of classj.fication and coding 
is.· the· .ab.ili-ty" ·t,o .do perform th.E!,se operations based. on· 
de:s.ign., 
geometri:·c 
. . . . . , 
production similatities~. 
This. ;f.lexibility is neces·s:ary· wh.e11 q·n~··l.yz.ing :a g_rc.,14:p ot, 
part.s· ··b·ase.d o.n 
functional, 
topological, an.d-
:manu £ actur.ing .con·$ i:d:~~~t i o-rls •. 
:a·s, 
' ,'• : 
' l 
Database techniques are basic principles in each of the 
CAD/CAM and GT areas. However the main contribution of 
database technology is found in the ability to structure a 
database for most efficient end use of the generated data 
and provide query operations to retrieve the information . 
It is evident that the database structure reviewed in this 
thesis -- relational, network, and hierarchical, -- are all 
applicable to some level of the part definition structure. 
For example, at the most basic level of process and 
geometric description, it is evident that the hierarchical 
structure typical of classification and coding systems is 
use·ful. When relating information at the feature or part 
level ·to the next higher part or assembly level, the 
·network structure is the most efficient method of data 
clrg·an.i·z.at:ion. A:t the subassembly, assembly, or machine 
leve·l, wh.ere .the need to c\.1mpare large amounts of data 
items with: ,respect to their re·l:ationships to o.ther data 
i terns wi·th·i.n th,e, s;"ame ·1evel, th.e ;re-lational s;,tt4c·t\lre ,cfnq 
operator_s· are. most' ef·f·e.ctive, .. 
The connection -ba:tabase ...... ,, . . 
. . 
1S CAD/CAM, GT, 
depicted in F·igu·i.:-e :s .• 1. -Th·ough the l_ay.e-r. s.tr·uc::ture of t·he 
three is va:li4 :fr¢m the ·op·erational stanq·poi:nt_, ·the data o .. rt 
e'.ac·h. lay-er .is not ·self-~.defi·ni:ng. This means there is a ne·ed 
to provide s;elected us:_er-s the ability to reach each of the: 
I 
various levels: manipulation. input and data 
• 
Additionally, it is necessary for the users represented at 
each level to utilize the tools encompassing their level, 
more than for users of the outer-most levels to access the 
inner tools. 
Each layer is operationally supported by the capabilities 
at higher levels but not necessarily the opposite. For 
example, database supports both the CAD/CAM and GT levels 
and is used by them as a basic supporting tool. CAD/CAM is 
dependent on database but database is not dependent on 
CAD/CAM. Likewise GT is dependent on database, but again, 
database is not dependent on GT. 
DAT ABASE STURCTURES AND MANAGEMENT 
GROUOP TECHNOLOGY 
CAD/CAM 
ENGINEERING - DESIGN - N/C 
'. 
~--. 
BILL OF MATERIALS - PROCESS PLANNING 
PRODUCTION SCHEDULING - INVENTORY 
MARKETING - SALES - MANAGEMENT - ACCOUNTING 
Figure 5.1 - Relationship of CAD/CAM, GT, and DBM 
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It must be noted that these three technologies, though 
critical, are nc.>t the only ones necessary for successful 
integration. In addition, topics such as networking, data 
communications, flexible machining, and others must also be 
included in the overall strategy for effective advanced 
manufacturing. However, without the basic foundation of 
valid prod\1ct description, other supporting technologies 
will not be as necessary or as productive for the overall 
automation effort. 
,.;· 
Description of Proposed Method 
T:he ·bas·.i.c method.- -used to for.tn\l_lat.e ·th~' ;part description is, 
i:rt. -concept-, qµite. simple. .Ea.ch object or part is decomposed 
i-nto i:ts ·aefin·in:g· components and in turn each of these are 
:further de_c_omp·os-.ed. u.n·t:il. the most b·asic: :de·_finition • 1S 
reached~ Tt t b · ··t d · ·t h · · · · ·.'... -. mu.s : .-e pc,-11'1 e. . au · ._ •· owever-, 
·• ·d' ··"d' l ln· .. '1 vi:--_ u·a·· _·. 
·what one 
components 
w·ith r·e-s:pe:c.t to ·:a CAD part will :t,e -d·i:f:fer,e.nt- than anothe-r:. 
:F·o:r the purp.ose: o .. f this example,, the view ·i,s- -ta·ken. o·-f a 
manufacture .or-· de-s.ign· e:ngi.neerr User and org·anizer· O:f· the. 
part data. Thu·s :the decomposition does no,t gel to the .leve,l 
of definin'g bits and l-Jytes or their fq.pna.-t:s as it qould :be 
for a computer scientist. 
.s~a: 
1· 
• 
t 
Figure 5.2 shows a representation of·a subassembly and its 
•, 
associated defining components. This is considered to_, be 
one level of product definition structure and • 1S 
supported by more detailed definitions of each of the 
components. At this level there is a certain amount of data 
that is necessary for each and every subassembly. This data 
is organized in a table fashion as shown in figure 5.3 and 
as such can be examined by means of relational operators. 
The associativity of this data to lower levels .. however, 
does not suit the relational description method but is more 
accurately described as a network structure. Thi:.s is due to 
the number of rel·at.ionships between vari:o.us node:s and the ., 
need to connect them by virtue of their da:t_a -re.lation·$hi.p·s . 
. A example of tpi.s c.on·nectivity is given, i;n ·fi:gu·re 5.4:~ 
F:£.gu.·res 5 • 5 through 5 . a f.urth_:e·r ·cte·s·crib·e. ·tn.e dec.omp.0$.:i t,i.ort 
of the sub-assembly into p.art,_ s,u·b-pa.r·t, featu:re., a:nd sub-.· 
feature segments. Each of thes·e leve.-1.s. a·re ~g_aiti c·o11ne¢t,:ed_ 
by a mixture of network and hier=·a·r·chj~c-a·l type s·:t):Uc.tu:r:.e.-s·.~-
.Rela tional tables could also be def i_ned ~-t: ea.en. leve·l. if 
necessary and relational method :put into ope·rat:ion. 
E:aoh ·ot· the:s.e l.eve·1·s .o·f d'at·a :aesc.·ription.. sh·oli-'ld ctinta:-i:n 
:o:n:l·y the- necess·a··ry· information f·or tnat level. For examp:·1e 
at the s1.1bassembly level, a portion of the data desctibe(i· 
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specifies what parts are associated with the subassembly. 
This is important to the sub-assembly level. At this level 
it is not necessary to include geometric descriptions of 
each part. This is included at the geometric component 
level. Likewise at the geometric level it is not necessary 
to make a direct relationship to which assemblies or sub-
assemblies contain that particular geometric element. This 
strategy helps to maintain the integrity of the model by 
controlling redundancy. 
Figure 5.2 - Sub-assembly Components 
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SUBASEMBLY J-201-4A 
Part #' I Coit Vendor Stock Weight 
SJ-20 I - I 0.10 SI 2562 
.0 I 
SJ-202-1 16.00 IN-HOUSE ~2 .75 
SJ-1()2-4 0.42 SI 362 .015 
SJ-104-8 26.00 IN-HOUSE 26 1.5 
AK-6 152.00 SP4A 4 9.785 
Figure 5.3 - Example of Sub-assembly Relations 
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Part I 
Weight 
Feature 
Volume 
Asay 
Instruct 
Part 2 
Weight 
Materfal 
Sub I 
Weight 
Part I Stock 
Sub I 
Cost 
Part 2 
Stock 
Vendor 
Feature 
Volume 
Feature 
Coat 
Sub I 
Stock 
Part I 
Coat 
Treat-
ment 
Part 2 Coat 
Feature Cost 
Figure 5.4 - Inter-level Sub-assembly Network 
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plated 
heat 
VO I Uffll 
Part 
treat-
ments 
pro-
p1rtl11 
parker 
ma11 
o_pera-
fl ons 
analyst, 
to 1-
e ran c, 
Figure 5.5 - Part Component Level 
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Fl n I ah 
cone 
Sub-
111mbly 
cylinder 
d Ir -
IC t IO n 
turning 
Port 
I 
grinding 
VG I u ffll 
o_p1r-
a fl o ns 
pro-
perties 
MIi ling 
ma11 
.,_ __ ..,. anoly1l1 
toollnQ 
to 1-
eran c, 
Figure 5.6 - Feature Component Level 
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chuck• 
• 
ma11 
to 1-
erance 
finish 
volume 
011ra-
flon1 
color 
ml 11 
type 
ottrl-
but11 
tooling 
name 
Part 
Figure 5.7 - Element Component Level 
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layer 
• 
y value 
Angle 
dia-
meter 
rlmltlve 
Type 
length 
radius 
dto-
met 1r 
att-
ribute, 
dlrec-
tf on 
anQle 
Figure 5.8 - Sub-Feature Component Level 
name 
color 
This description represents a logical structure for part 
description. An example of the method used for an actual 
part family is described in the final section of Chapter 7. 
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Modeling Methods for Feature Description 
From the standpoint of the user there are definite 
advantages and disadvantages to different geometric 
modeling techniques for describing this feature based 
method. Most systems presently use wireframe models as the-
primary part definition method. This is because of the 
immaturity of solid modeling systems with respect to 
applications, flex·_ibili ty, -and creation: and editing 
sophistication. From. the standpoint of a feature based 
system, solid models prove to be- much more adaptable for 
defining and combining features that. ·w·ireframe systems. The 
ability of solid primitives to automatically resolve 
.i:nt:ersections. and .in.terferences with other primitives is 
v.ery advantage.ous. Wireframe system have no such capability 
-at1d all I t·· t I 1n:·e:rs:ec_-·10,n: resolution. _mu:st b:e done by the 
. . ~ . I I I. I P,rOgrammer wh1c_h in -s:e.,me ca-ses 1:s e-x·treme·1_-y d.1.-ff:1_cul-t... The_: 
-ex amp 1 e g :i..ven :in.. f i:gure:a 5 •. 9-, :5: ... J..'o·, and. ·5 .• 11 describe a 
. ... -- ' . . . . ' ... -. ,.. . . .. 
part I .... using fe::atu.re:s :whi .. c.b consist ',f··· .. O· ... basic 
primit-iv.es.-: 
.o s.im.pl:.e.: s.haft 
•· 
o. a ch-am-fer- ·on e-2tc:h -,Eiti'd 
.o a keyway on tl'le ·o·ther .epc.l 
o a thru hole:.~: 
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With a solid modeling system the intersection of the 
surfaces and the lines defining the surface are determined 
automatically. For example, the surface ir1tersections of 
the thru hole with the shaft are resolved automatically 
internal to the solid modeling algorithms. Also note the 
outside diameter of the groove feature is slightly larger 
than the outside diameter of the shaft. This is acceptable 
because the groove feature is a negative volume and as such 
the additional volume in space will not adversely affect 
the model. On the other hand to try to determine all of 
these same intersections with a wireframe system, while at 
the same time not knowing what the next feature to be 
selected will be, which may requi1·e additional inters.~c:t~i:o:fl 
r·esolution,. is· extremely difficult. To accomplish $:Uc.l'i a 
tas·k. regu..i·res a tremendous a·inount- of programming .on the 
-pa.rt of 'the applications. gro·up. :rt is also very .di·f.f·i:cill:-t: 
to maintain the same ac.cu·.rac.y· ·w:i'.1:l'l .a wi·r-e-:f:rame 'th:at c::an- -be. 
attatined ·wi.th solid mod-els .. 
..•. . . 
mai·n d_:i~adva·ntage .f·or . . ·, The 
feature b~s~cl ·design is the: ]~-ac_k at .. ap·.p·1·ic·ati·on· _progt·ammirt9 
interf:aces ·1;0: these syst.erns:.. With .most .CAD/CA.M _sys·tems i:t 
._i:s .possible to generate pa:ramet:ric p,rograms u.s-i:ng· ca·l_J..·s to 
~firefraine graphic cr·eat-ion subroutines but as., .:y$t. s:o·lid 
T~_is. •: l.S do same capability. systems not ·have the 
" 
disadvantage because the majority of the. ¢ti~tpmiz:a·ti'On. for 
:-9:8 
,. -.. 
•· 
applying these tools to specific functions will be done by 
application people within companies, not as a part of a 
commercially available package from a vendor. Therefore the 
capability of programming solid modeling systems must be 
made available to the users as part of the system. 
- - -
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Figure 5.9 - Shaft With Solid Primitive Features 
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1 CHAMFER= CYLINDER - CONE 
2 THRU DRILL= CYLINDER 
3 GROOVE= CYLINDER - CYLINDER 
4 KEYWAY = BLOCK - (BLOCK - CYLINDER) 
1 
2 3 
SHAFT BODY= CYLINDER 
FINISHED SHAFT= SHAFT BODY 
- CHAMFER 
- CHAMFER 
- THRU DRILL 
- GOOVE 
- KEYWAY 
Figure 5.10 - Primitive Feature Components 
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Figure 5.11 - Resultant Shaft 
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Chapter 6: 
Review of Relevant CAD/CAM Database Activities 
Introduction: Present CAD/CAM Database Projects 
Firms who are interested in the continued development of 
advanced automation technology, and presently utilize 
computer tools, are also interested in correct handling of 
the data generated by those tools. In the areas of 
computer-aided design and manufacturing this is especially 
important because of the very critical mutual data 
dependency of these two areas. Millions of dollars have, 
and are, .b.e·ing spent to investigate and- develop mo:re· 
·advanced ;d·at-a. management techniqu·es: .. This_ ·chapter will 
. . 
examine ·StJ.me' ,of the current :d:ire·c.t.i;o.n:s .and ·efforts b.·e:ing 
.... a··.· ··t· ·k .... un er_ a en:. 
o-f:. da.ta ·m·anagement p:ro_j,ects.. Du-e. to· ·t:11e .p-rop:ri.e~a~y :rtattt?;e 
o:f. t·he int:e::rnal ·wo.rk .d.one· b.y .som~- of·: t.hes~ .companies-,, .it 
w.il.l no-t ·be:. p.os:s-ib.l.e ·to .-list .e·a..c:.h ·i_n ~etail or provide 
re_f:e .. re,n-.ce:s ::f·o:r .ea·c_h ·;pr·oject-.. However .$.om.e, GAD/CAM database. 
:rela.t·ea e·f:f,orts by m:aj,.or· industrial firms have be·e·n 
·documented and reported I 1n I various ·to.rums., ... ·.'" ... These 
referenced in the bibliography. 
..:.-' ~ .. ,. ".•-
10.2 I 
·~.· 
The intent of this section is to review industrial efforts 
and provide background on the 
directions, 
opportunities, and 
problems 
a.ssoc-i·ated with the a_ct)ial. a_pplication databas·es and data 
:·structures related to computer-aided design and 
manufacturing systems. Therefore the majority of the 
material for this section • 1S obtained f rotn' ·actua-1 
:manufacturing _f:.in,.$. The f i:tms which have provided: 
i11£ormation, .b·oth ·referenced (·as indicated) 
unreferenced· ·(:a:S .reqliested) 1 include ·the- :f.Ollowing: 
o -xero:x :co.rp.orat.:io.ri,. -Rqch~St·e·r:, -.NY 
o 'General Motors .. , E:.1·eqtron-ic >O·a:t-a :·s_ystems, warren, MI 
o Optical Coating Lab.·orat.o:ries, ··Santa Rosa, CA 
.o ·Mo-rt·.o:n Th.io.Jto.l, Bri.ghcim :ci t:Y,, UT: 
o ··Boeing Ai·rc.raft [ 2 5 J 
.o: G:en·era·.1 Dynamics Data systems [2.6] 
·o· -Al,li:.ed Bendix corporation :r2··7. J 
o Westinghouse Electrit [28] 
o NASA Langley Research [29] 
o Central Institute for Industrial Research (iOJ· 
o Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (31] 
0 International Data Corporation [32] 
o Eaton Corporation Manufacturing Services Center (33] 
Investigation of the projects revealed many similarities 
between them. A number of ~he projects addressed topics and 
problem areas which, when viewed from a overall perspective 
are quite similar. In order to bette,r understand the 
purposes and concepts of these efforts:., ·the.y were divided 
into groups representing areas of .c.:oncentration and 
development. 
Group Selection 
.o Jtraw.ing/·Moqefl databas:-e ma,n.a=gement: 
o Pa:rt Level ·aata s·t-ruc.tur·e·s 
o. s:tand'.ardi.z·ation- ef·fo.r,t.s 
.Vendor software customiz··at.±0.·n 
customization of vender pr-ov-.ide·d .softwctre i:s v.ery -i-mporta.):1t: 
for two reaso·ns: 
1_::.Q4 
1 This is the area where the majority of companies who 
eventually take on major efforts begin their introduction 
to CAD/CAM development. 
2 The area offers initial and ongoing opportunities for 
increased productivity because of the ability to generate 
custom applications. 
Additionally, these first efforts often provide definition 
and direction for later, more major activities. Thus if the 
initial activity is mis-directed, often the later ones will 
be al·s-.o. 
Drawing/Model Management 
Drawing/model database management is an ~xamp-1-e of· J<in·d :qf 
activity ·wh_ich is undertaken by many fii:,ns a.s on.e o·f· the 
f:~:ps_t --development efforts relative t:o ·CAD./C~ dat-a 
' . . . 
:m:~.nage:m.ent. This is most simply de·scr,ibed as an ,effo·rt-: t··o-
ptov-ide a. .-inech.an_istn_ :tq organize,· stor-~--' and retrieve a.l.l 
.·.. . ... • .. 
drawi_ngs _and models created on the CAD/CAM s·ystems. ·often 
' " 
the models and drawings are ¢-at$:gorized_ :acco.rd:iti-g to part.. 
numbers, machine, assembly, e:td·. ·w_.i:t:h -a: :c:~t~log either on:-
1 ine or off-line which documents t:h-e fi.le location. This ·is 
. . . . . . . -· . . . . 
further automated by _i.-nqluding the link·- (p:art. ·number etc) 
which relates the models or parts,into a specially designed 
database system. This allows automatic search and retrieval 
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based on criteria defined by the links. Often this • lS 
coupled with a classification and coding effort in order to 
logically organize the information for easier retrieval. 
Part Level Data Structures 
Part level data structures is the development of logical 
methods and techniques of describing parts in an attempt to 
provide a more valid base fr-om which t.o: transfer 
information to other applications. This effor·t,, like that 
:of drawing and model management often utilizes Group 
Te·chnology as the means to accomplish the logical 
organization. In many cases this type of endeavor is not 
started until the type. of work described in. model 
•. 
management is well underway -a.nd is found to be lackl·ng: the: 
:p~·$ic data structure ne.ces-sary f·or most e:f.f.i:c·.ie·nt- model 
:o,rg.a.nization. The descr·ipti::a .. n of :a ·pa'rt~l.evel data 
$t:rtrc.ture _is very dependent :-c)n: the type of busi·ness and 
mant1fac:t·uring done by the c:ompany. Included :in. ·thes:.e typ·e 
of e,f·tort:$ ·are .some o<!:: ttie: computer-aided proce-s.s pl-ann,ing 
:p·roj ects whi¢'h a-~e \l$q.ally ·tq: ·be interf:aced: wi·th CAD 
system, r·eq:u·i:t·e mo.t.·e· ihtellig·ent part data in .o:rde·.r' ·to: 
perform, a.u:t_om·a.·tic·· :P·:1annin.g functions. 
s_.t:andardization .E.fforts 
Standardization efforts are being undertaken to defi·ne. a. 
standard model for part definition and organization. These 
. . 
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• 
efforts are intended to optimize transfer of product 
information from one function, application, or company, to 
another • using automated means. The first major effort 
relative to CAD/CAM part data standards was the Initial 
Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES). The IGES effort was 
primarily a method for describing a neutral file format to 
which ~~f' vendors would provide a translation capability. 
Conceptually this would enable the user of a CAD/CAM system 
to read data from, or write data to any other system 
through the standard neutral file. As a follow on to the 
IGES effort the Product Description Exchange Standard 
(PDES) is now underway and attempts to address part data 
using a feature based methodology. Similar to PDES, but not 
as broad, is the Part Definition Data Interface (PDDI) 
which is another major effort sponsored primarily by United 
States Air Force International Computer Aided Manufacturing 
(!CAM) organization. 
Review of selected projects 
Each of the areas described is deserving of a more detailed 
review. In the next section, specific projects which 
represent the direction of the four areas is discussed to 
facilitate a better understanding of current efforts. 
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vendor Software customization 
Most CAD/CAM vendors provide with their systems the 
capability to write specific application programs for the 
user own operations. Some of the programming languages are 
capable of calling other outside routines written • 1n 
FORTRAN or other languages to enable interface to: 
capabilities external to the CAD/CAM software. 
A example of tn:is type· o-£· activity .. , .1S· demonstrated by a 
·medium-sized -f·i.rm. ~ihi.qh manufacture·s ··.h-igh 'tensile plastic 
:and m:et:al prod.u:qt-s ·r·equiring very- tigh-t. tolerances. This 
firm is· ·us_i.-:ng t·h-e CAD system p_r.ogranuning· capability ·t,o 
begin in-house datab'ase developm~·nt -a,c-·tivi_tj..es. The ov:erall 
goal is ·to. e.nsure h·i_gh quality :cAD data_.: -It i,s impo.r.tant. to 
;point out the :concentration of tne ini.tial ef·fort ·is. ·not- -to 
t_r·ansfer the: CAD d·-at,a t:o :ma·ntif:ac::tu·ring., thou.gh ·that: i.s. 
1:>eing done, but first ··to -be c:e.rta.in the data is compl,et,e· 
:a..·nd vali:d.- Th-'i.s is· impe:ra·t.i-v~ c:iue to the larg:e am-ouat o--f· 
requ:.i-r-ed ·on the parts,. • lS 
·The method ·being u·sed. to' .a.c;comp:l_i .. $·h -this i:s ·be,st. de·s¢r:ib.ed 
as the dev-el.opment of· a rule based: system fo:r- ·s.rel·e·obec;I ·i:tar:t 
families:. .As the design progresses various. ch~ck,· p·oip_t$ 
have been defined which are predetermined as cr:.itical 
review points for the particular part being created. 
Software developed in-hous,e, a combination of fortran 
routines coupled with the CAD system • programming 
·t, 
capability, is used to analyze the design for integrity and 
manufacturability. The design is also reviewed from the 
standpoint of model completeness. This is important if the 
.data is to be used again for either downstream applica·tio-ns 
or as the base for a new design. 
program (presently one· fam.-i:ly is .be.ing done) , and 
integrating the :mod:e:l.s= into the manufacturing operation. 
The present thru·st however is to concentrate on the ., , 
a;qcur·ac.y and validity of the clat.a.o·as·e ·b.efore att~xnpt.·i.ng to: 
·trans·f·er it to oth·er ar.eas. 
Drawing/Model database management 
:A.l.li.ed-:Bendix Aero.space has d:~ve=l.oped a $yst.em referred to: 
as the ·Bendix ·r·ntegrated Computer A'ided Manufactu-ring 
:,(,BICAM) system to support s.t·o:rage,, :t~~rieval, and sh·aring·: 
of drawings and ,ll\'O·del·S.: [2··7] ~: 
BICAM • 1S a databas:e which 
administrative and location information about ·CA:D: fi-.les:.,1: 
Each record in the· database is a label, as shown i·n ·figu.re: 
6.1 [27], and contains a pointer to a geometric file. BICAM 
does not attempt to manage or maintain the geometric 
information, this is left to the application programs. 
Access to the database is through a user-friendly menu with 
easily understandable metaphors such as "desk", "product 
library", and "reading rack" which provide the interface to 
the database. For example, each user has a "desk", figure 
6.2, (27] which allows a part to be active for editing. 
Also at the "desk'' are "in" and ''out" baskets which provide: 
the capability for the user to share the information with 
other use.r-s. P.:rivilege access areas are _provided at ·the 
individua-1., grou._p.,. ·and department access. levels to whi·ch. 
:·use·rs ca·n· store a·nd retrieve models and d:rawings. At- :ea:ch 
cir· these· a·cc:es,s levels us~rs are permit-ted to que.ry th-e, 
.. 
s·y·stem: f·:Or mod·e:ls of .a de.$·:·i_r.ed cll_a~act:e:ri.stic:s. 
Th·e ~ipro.au·ct 1±·bra:ry" is a l.o:ng--t~rm stci.rag·e are.a .·for ·wh·ich. 
C:e.·:rt.ain ·users ha-ve privileges· t.o .p:;t.a.:¢e· m0.d.e·1s o.r drawings. 
The Rela,t.ional I•n .. fornta.t·.ion Managemen:t f.RI.M): sy·s·t.ein ,. 
originally dev-el.o_pe·d llhd_er the NASA suppor·ted ·rPA·D 'pro;_j_ect 
by Boein·g [2:5] :is us·ec:l tt>:' ·handle the· data queries.. 'rltll$ 
llsi:n.g RIM: a. us:er i-s: able to search. through a directory of 
-pa:rt·s: t>n .a $:p:e.o·:i,f.ied attribute as shown in figure 6. 3 and 
6 .• 4-· :r21·J. •. A: :·successful search returns a. pointer ·to a 
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geometric model which can then be retrieved to the user 
terminal or "desk" area. 
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Figure 6.1. BICAM Labels 
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Figure 6.3. BICAM Attribute Search 
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ACCESS TO DRAWINGS AND 
MODELS 
DIRECTORY 
DISPLAY ON SCREEN 
t~....-r'9""P"- DRAWING/MODEL 
SELECT PUT COPY IN DESK 
N_U_M_B_E_R-ti >.,--'!:..-~ GEOMETRY WORK ON DESK PARTS 
~---------SELECT ANOTHER 
QUIT 
Figure 6.4. BICAM Attribute Search 
Future developments of the BICAM system will involve 
management of geometric data using a similar label approach 
as is ,1sed for files. This next generation is to include 
natural language capability as well as change and 
configuration control. In following generations BICAM will 
address management of feature data and distributed database 
management. 
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Part Level Data Structures 
One notable effort in the structuring of part level data 
for future CAD/CAM systems comes from the Central Institute 
for Industrial Research in Horten, Norway. This database 
known as TORNADO [30] discusses the components comprising a 
good database. Two important elements described in this 
structure are: 1. The Design database and, 2. The 
Engineering Register database. 
Design Database: Four components of the Design database are 
characterized. 
o Product Structure Model: This includes 
hierarchical information about the product such as name, 
drawing number, product index and order number. This 
information today is usually kept in various locations 
such as 
o parts lists, 
o assembly instructions, 
o process plans, and 
o drawing archives. 
o Product Model Database: This is the 
central model for all applications which use the 
database. This model should contain: 
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o product structure, 
o topology, 
o geometry, 
o design rules, 
o dimensions and 
o tolerances, and 
o other parameters and calculated data. 
o Geometry database: This includes all 
product geometric model information such as.: 
o definition structure, 
d ge.ome.tr.io: .ru-l·es , 
o coordinates and parameters, and 
0 geometric p.r·imitive represe·nt:a,ti:ons·., 
o. Graphics Database: Con-tains: :information ,pec·essary· ·fo:r 
documenting the product. Th·is includes: 
o drawing .cbmposition, 
o. a.t:tributes , symbo.l s·_, 
o. ·p·a·tterns, an:d 
o text. 
The second :se·,gmen.t ot! ·the a·a.·tabas.·e st-ru·c:t-u·:re- i$ the 
Engineering lleg:·is.ter d'a.:taP~:S\e. .Th.i-s seCJill:ent al:so con-sis·t·s: 
of four componen.t:s.:.:. 
l:, 
o The Article Database: This contains: 
o classification codes, 
o table-drawing layout descriptions, 
o article list layouts, and 
o descriptive data on the article. 
o The Material Database: This database= contains: 
o material properties, 
a test result.s, 
o we-ld:ing pr:ocedur.e.s,, 
o: ·q11a1·ity-, and 
c, chem·ical compos i ti.on:··· 
,; 
. .. . 
o Process and Operation Plan Database: This· ,would·, :in.elude.: 
o N/C programs, 
O: j.ig-s a·nd. fixtures,_,. 
a: planning data, 
o= capacities of· ma .. cb.i.n.·es ano.- :ma·nu-f,~i-c·t:t1.·ri:n.g 
·cells. 
o Machines and Tools Database: Th'is, ·g~t.-~:pas~- :m·a;.n.a.ge.s dat·a 
relating to: 
.o· machine cap_acities·._, . 
.. o clamping and chitck·ing, 
:o cutters, 
o mills, and operations. 
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Data models which attempt to address problems in the part 
level data structures are facing very complex issues due to 
challenges such as version management and distributed 
operations. The TORNADO system is attempting to solve these 
and other problems by building a data structure based on 
all three data models, relational, hierarchical, and 
network. 
This level of data management is critical to overall 
-integration as will become evident as more research and 
development efforts are undertaken. 
Standards in Part and Product Data Organization. 
·l?ro,du·ct Dt~finiti·on Da,ta I.nterfa·ce (PDDI.}._ 
·wi·th advanced ma·nufacturing capabilit-e~s an·d t:he need to 
.mo,re :,eff.e.ctive.l_y u:ti.li:z.e, produ.ct data de..f:ined ~Y c::omputEa;r 
t·ool:.s,. =the t-rend i.-s awa·y f.rom:· using t.1~:ad,i-t. .. iona:l e-ngi-neering 
a·rawings .. A continued :e.mp·hasis t_ow:ards the use .o-f p:rima.rily 
comp-ut.er generated dat·a requiring :a s·tandard: in. tl)e ·type q.:f 
· ... · .. 
data ·use·d.-. A prima.ry :o:bj;ect.ive: ;o:f: the PDo:·r ef·:fort is ··th·e-: 
application o:f the- t-·o,ol. ·to ge:nera·l manu-fac_t·urirtg. wh.f,c:h_ 
will il'"' ... -turn re·ct-uc.e ·inan.ufacf.u-ri:ng cc:,:s-ts. The Air .F-orc·e: 
purchases parts fro.111 thousands of manufactures and 
presently there is no.t a standard by which the data 
-117 
purchased can be shared. PDDI is meant to bridge this gap. 
The answer PDDI is attempting to provide is defined as 
follows: [ 34] 
"By replacing the I I engineering drawing and the 
human interpretation thereof with a complete part 
model, manufacturing processes can be better 
automated." 
Thus the PDDI effort is not meant to address all of 
automation but to encourage the standardization of pro4uct 
information • 1n manufacturing. for use 
illustrates the PDDI system architecture [34]. 
Applications 
Working Form 
Data Organization 
Specific POOi 
Part Modef 
POOi Access 
Sultware 
Figures 
Exchange Format 
Organization 
Specitic 
POOi 
!tart 
Model 
Tr ans!ator 
Figure 6.5. PDDI System Architecture 
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Product Data txchange standard (PDES) 
The PDES effort is more progressive than PDDI and is meant 
to address data organization during the entire life cycle 
.of a product which in addition to design • • eng1neer1ng 
includes manufacturing, QA, testing, etc. The project has 
two primary objectives: 
o Develop an e"xchange standard for product data in 
support of industrial automation. 
t> ·Rep.·r·es.e·,nt the us posit·io:n. .i·rt the International 
Standards organization (ISO) arena relative to 
the dev·elopment of a s.tngle worldwide standard for 
·t.he exchange. ,,.f ;:p·ro~~¢t qa·t:a.~ [35] 
T,hi·s is:. because the. PDES e.ff:qtt conc:e·nt:rate:s .ctn t:he 
comp1e·te. mod.el def i·n.i tio:n which ,is .a't. thi·s: :po.itrt ·±.rt :t,i.me 
be:st. r~:presented. ·by solid1 ·modeling :inetb.o¢ls;·. 
'rhe. ·p:DES archi t.ecture: is. simi:lar in de·f ini·t!on tc>" that of a 
·typical database .. d'e.fi.nition methodology. 'I'll.is !,ramework is 
·th·e three 1.evel ·S:chem·a of: 
• j 119. J '· ~· . 
e>: external, 
o conceptual, and 
o internal schemas. 
The conceptual schema of the system is the rules of the 
description which is independent of the computer. The 
external schema is the manner in which the users and 
applications interface to the conceptual schema. The 
internal sonema refers t:c>- the actual physical structure 
used to represent an·d :store the infonnat·io.n. :f._n the 
computer.-
oo·cumentat·io.n ·o:f' the first =ve-r:sl·on of PDES, V'ersi,op 1 .. 0, :is: 
expect.ea= in ·oecember of 1986 and will prima·r.ily outline 
requir·eme.n~ts. of th_e external or application :la.y:er·. 
Problems and Observations 
several peop:.1e associ.~tted wj~t··h databa.s:·e d.ev-elop.m.e.n,t eff·or-t·s 
within t·h:e co~pani~s l is·ted: in th·e ·b.eg·inni·n<EJ o·f t.he ··ch-a.pte·r 
-we.re: interviewed. about t:heir _p:t.oj ~-cts .. A numb_e·r ·of. p.roblems.· 
a:nd cha1·1.enges wb.i_ch must be qver.conte. for t_h,e,:s:e projects ·to 
m·o.v:e ·mo:r.e qui:ckly were expr~-sseq. ·rrhe :pr·ob·I:em-s :center~<i 
a.-round 5. pr.fncipal issu.es- gl.ven i:t1. o'rder ·of f.r.e:queh·c·y .a.f 
r·espons·e. ·(greatest. to least>)·:. 
:12;0. 
••• 
Politics 
o Politics 
o Overly Optomistic 
o Lack of Familiarity 
o Losing sight of orginal goals 
·o Upper Managment Awareness 
The first issue most often ~entioned was politics. Th·ere: 
seemed to be an inability of groups, people, companies, to 
w_ork togethe~ because of real or perceived self-interest 
-~:re~s :whi:-ch C'o:n:f.lic·t with technic'a.l and ·program goals. To 
some it s:e .. ems nea·r·l0:y i-mp:.o,ss:·ib·le ·t·o, .'s_o:l·ve the necessary 
·in:t·.·e.gr.ated. dat:aba:s·e i·:ssues .in a -11·r·eia:l-w.a·rld shop" because· 
o.f:: ·th.e obv:io:u;s- :requirement of .the ·p.ro.j-ec:t to. c,r~o-s-s: :many 
long.-standing: ·and. establishe:d :o·oundaries. .·one res_;pons.e. 
-indicated it: may be possible ·b.ecause "there is n:o :problem a, 
good mira-ci:e can't solve''. :".rh.~ ·g·eneral feeling, esp,e.c:faliy 
_a,mong =pe.op:le directly inv-0·1-vect. with the prociuc.t- -de-velopment: 
cyo=l.e, was. ·that it .. :would not hap:pen in their :lifeti·me.=.·. Some 
admi·tted th.e.y may be part of the _pro·b.1.·em becat1se o:f= -t:11e:i.r 
own -p_erce.iv-:ed conflicts with thei.r· a:re:as .. o:f· exp~r1;i$.~: :);,~·i.rtg 
:.han(i·j.eq :py·' $·om.eone or· pOmethin9 e.,is~: .. 
_Be.i,.:ri"g. 'O.verly Optomistic, 
"The sec:011d problem nteriti·oned is tba.t· .. of ~,e:i.ng overly 
optimi~t.ic. This is ._in re:f erence to :-the· :ti111:ef.ra.me· that is 
1·2.1 
.-.-.· -··· 
given to accomplish tasks relating to database development 
for CAD/CAM, not in the technical feasibility of doing it. 
Most felt this was due to the "new ground" that is being 
broken. It is hard to estimate something~that has not been 
done before. As a result those who have begun to have some 
experience in development of the integrated database feel 
that a satisfactory model for flexible systems will be not 
be available until the mid-1990's. 
Lack of Familiarity 
The lack of familiarity with cur:r~nt. technologies f,s a.l:sp.-
.. 
of concern to many. A number o··f· developers of CAD/CAM 
:databases do not. ·1:iave expertis~ .in database :Q.evelopment. 
Th·is has caused extra work to _pe done which might not have 
been necess.a ..ry· ·. ·. if d_evelop·. e. · .. ·r.· s were more f · · · 1 • · · t· h: : ·am1· 1ar w·1· . . 
:th~se develo.p.ers. a.re: v-e·ry: wary 0 tractition·al n .. . . .... ·.··· .. ~ 
l --· 
same :o·f· 
database experts b.ec.au·se- i,t i.s felt the. CA:n;:c·AM. d:a;t-.~ba:se 
·development i~s subs.t.anti.a.1. -d±·ff:-e:r.ent .f:rom tr·ad:l't.i:o:pgl 
textu.al datab·as·e, devel·opment: •. 
tend.enc,y o.f· ·p·ro-j: ec.ts i··n CAD./CAM d~ta~ba.se dev~lop·ment ·to· 
• ij • • 
1 .. o·se· si_ght: .o.f the .orig:i:na:l: g:oa1s·. A..tt:er ·comi·ng -u~ .. to: -s:pe.ed, 
i:t. se.,em.s.·' s·ome p.r.o.·j·e(~1t,s. ten.ge·a t.o get: :to 'invo1v·ed_ in: ·the 
.l .. :22 
.. 
' 
., 
i 
' 
theory of database and data structures and lose perspective 
on the original purpose. This has caused some of the 
developers to redefine the projects to strictly address 
only certain parts or part families, and not extended the 
development effort beyond the original goal without 
significant re-evaluation and .. re-justification. 
Upper Management Awareness 
The last of these major problems was the concern that 
upper-management is aware of the importance of the 
integrated database issue, but unaware of the complexity of 
solving the prob·lem.. Th-is is not a ne:w problem and has 
existed, and vri:1.:i continue to ~:)C:.i:-s,t !-or most new 
.. 
technological deve:lopment activi.t._i.:e$. 01te of the primary 
·r:e·ason·s for t·his problem in ·the= d_ataJ:>·as·e -area is because 
many m·an.ager-s ·and employees: .are n·ot- fam_.iliar ·with ·w,ha.t 
their compan_y· r.eally does, o·r h·ow· d.at·a, infor±na:t.:_io.n 
transfer,. . . t . and· c-onunun1ca 10n a 
company c:an: .expect to automat.e a· .·p_roce:.s·s :·they mti.st f·ir:s.t. 
lin-de·rs:t·a'n-·d it· and a·gre.e- it: is· c.-.or .. rect._.: 
'l 
Chapter 1; 
Industrial Application of Part Database Method 
Introduction: Applying the Part Feature-Based Method 
In order to gain maximum advantage from an in"1estigation 
into the application of advanced techniques, it is of great 
.. 
benefit to have the: opportunity to apply these tools in a 
real world environment. This is especially true given the 
application of the tools to be used in an actual production 
operation. Such an opportunity was granted in this case 
through' a- Lehig_h University Ben Franklin Technology Center 
pro.ject b.etween -Lehigh lJn.iversity' ~ Institute for Robotics 
~nd a joint I·ndu:st:_.ri·a1 p.a·rt.rter:. 
(les:s than s.o.o: .emp·loyees) rn~:nl)f.ac:turi.ng firm 
pr,i.ma.ril:·y .involved in d:esign of ma.chines using mechanical 
:a.n-.d ~-1-e·c.t·ro-mechanical type part:s.. Work with ·the firm i·n 
't·he :a--pplicat_ion o·f some of the t_ec·hniques outlin.ed i-n thi.s 
t:hesis provid.eg good exper.ience· regarding rea_l issu·es and 
-p:roblems which must be overc:ome •. As· i.s .n .. oted in this and 
the next chapter, many o_.f· :the_: p.-robl-ems, 2ts with any real 
production env_ironment, are not techni9al .in na.ture,. but 
st-ill mu.st .. b.e. considered and resolved . 
.. ( 
•L 
The opportunity to use this environment for a test case 
required the selection of a part family for which to apply 
the techniques of feature based descriptions. A part family 
of simple shafts with 2 features was used in th.is ·case. 
Goals of the test case 
Because of.< t.h·e :·i:-e·latively -short amoutit .o:.f time available .in 
which to worJ<. i·n this environm~nt, a complete and extensive 
implementation of the parametric feature based method was 
not possible ..... s:uch a task would • require years to 
succes,s·.ful.ly i.rnp:l_em·ent for a. nu_inb:e.r· o:f· pa_rt families-. 
,Th.eref·o:re_, aggres-stive yet· reaiiz-a-b·I:e goals. ··we:r.e set which 
proved beneficial .f.or the thes·is: :$:tudy,. :a;nd: provided a 
workable model a-nd direction for :t:he spons·or-ing· ·firm. 
a CAD/CAM system,. 
q· Understand th·e· -re·quirements -o·f·' :int.e-:rf-.a·c.ing th·e·, 
classificat.iort and codirtg ,s-ys.t·.em wi-th th·e-. CA-D/CAM 
system. 
Q Understand the applicability of a classification and 
coding to. :CAD/CAM a part feature based method. 
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The primary goal with respect to contributing to the 
development efforts for the industrial firm was the 
development of a interface between a CAD/CAM system and a 
classification and coding system both in use at the firm. 
Development of the interface would provide the means 
whereby information could be passed from the classification 
and coding package to the CAD/CAM system. Accomplishing 
thi·s woul-d demonstrate the potential for • using the 
.cl:ats.sific:ation and coding s·ystem as a database for storing 
and. -retr·iev:itig CAD/CAM part information. This will serve 
1. :Be-cause the cl:a:ss:-i·f·:±c:atioti -and -coa'l·ng: system. -can 
·b:.e. des·igne·a in su-c:h a way as to supp.a.rt 
manu-factu·ri:ng proc:ess· :i·nformation, this would 
_prov·'fde :a :mecha:n.ism for t:ransf-erring· the designed 
!define·d manu·f.a-cturing p.a·-ram:et-e·rs t:o. downstre·a.m. 
func:tion. -·-:s: 
. . . . . . ... 
2·. ·.Gdtv·en: a :complete and val.id f>eature description., 
inc·:1-ud··ing geometric ·_p·ararne·te·r·s., ·redundancy coul_:·d .. , 
:b~- ;reduced by ut·i1·izin9: --the classificatio.n. :and 
coding description as the storage mech,ani-_sm _f·or 
released parts instead of tradi tiona.·1 CAD/CAM 
files and drawings. 
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To best understand the real application of a concept it is 
' 
necessary to test the design of the concept against an 
actual situation. Only then does one become familiar with 
problems and limitations not originally 
anticipated. ·Therefore, from the standpoint of the thesis 
. 
activity, in addition to the above goals, other goals 
regarding the application of classificatic1n and coding as 
the CAD/CAM database mechanism were intended: 
' 
Understand-i.ng the ·ease or :d_:i.:f'f icul ty of 
,:i.nterfacing ·the clas.sif ication and coding system 
with the CAD/CAM system was necessary. 
2 •. :Deterniining the adaptabi-1-ity .o.f c.i:as-sif ication and 
c.odi·ng techniques to CAD/C:Af.! pa,rt structures was 
- fimportant . 
T.·he em~loyment o:·f ·a f·orm.-al databa~;--e: ,s·tr-uc.:tl.tr~ was not 
·fntend.ed as- :p:a._r·t c.rf· t.n_~ t:est q-as.e a.c=t.ivity:.- Su¢h would not: 
'b:e: ·po.s:sii:b'le.. bec-a·us.e c:,:f t·h.e ex:1:e.tis .. ive amq.tfnt· Q.f time an.d 
e-f·fo·rt r.equ_:ire.d_· to ·ae,termin·e th~ mo_$t. ~ ,·op,t·ima.l f:ormal 
database des .. :.i.gn. Also the -activiti.e~ which were :pursued 
provided the opportunity _ to learn the actual requi·r·ements 
and data flows ·which are necessary when the database desig_n 
step is taken. 
.1·2:1 
• - • I • 
Task outline 
The original task outline was determined with respect to 
the timeframe in which the work was to be performed and the 
activities which must be accomplished. The task were 
\., broken into groups and were arranged as follows: 
Task Group I 
o Re-familiarization with GAD/CAM system, 
o VAX/VMS FORTRAN, 
o Identify and understand CAD/CAM system programming 
language, and classification and coding system. 
Task Group II 
o Install classification and coding system on VAX. 
o Determine feasibility of executing classification 
and coding system from graphics terminals. 
o Outline coding task for graphics creation program 
and interface program, and classification fit 
program. 
Task Group III 
o Begin writing graphics creation program on CAD 
system. 
o Determine tree structure for part descriptions in 
classification and coding system. 
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Task Group IV 
·,~ 
o Finish graphics creation program. 
o Write classification tree. 
o Begin writing graphics interface program. 
o Test graphics creation program. 
T-a-sk· Group V 
.o F-:inish ·graphics interface program. 
d- Integrate with classification tree. 
o Test graphics interface program. 
o Write classification fit program. 
Task Group: ·V·I 
.o .. 'Write classification f.it pr'C)gr-am. 
o Integrate interface program, graphics creation 
program an.d .. c.lass·:·i.fi.cat.ion fit progra:m. 
-.o· ·Fi·rtiSh: :·i.ntegrat-ing ·pr·ograms: a·n·d test ... 
Task Grou.p VIII 
o Finish documenting activitie$. 
-o Report on project work. 
Fortunately the author was familiar with the CAD/CAM 
system, CAD/CAM system programming language, and had some 
experience in the classification and coding system to be 
used and VAX/VMS FORTRAN. This accounted for the short 
amount of time alloted for familiarization with these 
tools. As with nearly every plan, the activities change 
somewhat during the process of accomplishing each 
assignment due to unexpected obstacles. These are explained 
in chapter eight. Overall the task plan proceeded 
relatively smoothly and most tasks were accomp.lished as 
planned. 
Environment of test case 
As has been noted the firm used for the test case 
environment is of medium size and is presently very healthy 
with respect to financial stability and market share in 
their market area. The firm recently (mid 1985) installed a 
eight station CAD/CAM system with 7 of the eight stations 
being used in design/drafting and engineering and the 8th 
in manufacturing. The system is based on a Digital 
Equipment Corporation VAX 11/785 and presently runs no 
other packages other than the CAD/CAM software and 
associated • • engineering analysis software. Each of the 
stations on the system is a full function, color, ' semi-
intelligent workstation with memory and some editing 
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functionality local to the workstation. Each workstation 
consists of a graphics screen for the • • v1ew1ng and 
manipulation of graphics data and an alphanumeric screen 
for menu prompts and feedback. Figure 7.1 illustrates the 
configuration of the CAD/CAM system. 
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Figure 7.1 - System Configuration 
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The company has recently completed evaluation of currently 
available classification and coding systems and selected 
the DCLASS system from the CAM Software Research Center and 
Brigham Young University. A scaled-down version of the 
software is presently runnirig on IBM PC and PC compatible 
computers at the company location. Immediate future plans 
call for installation of the DCLASS software on the DEC VAX. 
11/785. Some trees for class·ifying and coding o.·f ,rotationa-1 
and non-rotational parts· :h.av:~ been compl~ted as P..art ·of· a. 
sperate effort anq f'urt_h«:a:r :e:nhancements are, -unde_rw:a_y. 
Tl·1e g:en_era::i ·~:tt.-itud.e:S toward advanced ·:autornati·on: ·within the· 
¢ompan.Y :are· ·good ... Presently an orga:niza.tion exists within 
tlle c:t,~p~ny whiclt i.s respo.ns·i:b .. le· fo.r t:he implementation and 
deve.1.·qpment ·of ·in.t,.egr·at.ed manufac-tur:ing ef farts. 
TJ:-:-~itiing :f:c;--r en.g·i-n:e.ering and ,matruf:ac·tur·i·n_g p·e·rs.o.rtn·e·1_. is· 
on.go.i:fig: i.p a.rt Eff,fo·rt to encourag:e. us·.e· '6f :tihe: ·too.ls t.o· .-a, 
. ,, . 
. . ~ 
w .. id¢_:t· range crt:· ap,plications.. The general f·ee·lings w·ithin 
the ranks ·of personnel invo·lved with the new t.oo:l.s: is goo:d .. 
Most of the personn:el exhibit a desire to lea:rn more a.nd 
recognize the nefad -t:o: apply automated methods within t:·he.-
o.rganization_:. Some concern exists regarding the development. 
·of standards and procedures for existing operations be·fore·: 
automation can be applied to this areas. ov.e·ra1:1. the-
13·2 
attitude is positive and the outlook for future business 
and automation seems good. 
As has been stated the company is involved in a joint 
project with Lehigh University consisting of assistance for 
introduction and planning of advanced automation in both 
engineering and manufacturing. Lehigh personnel represent 
much of the technical expertise being utilized for 
developing advanced tools for the firm. This provides an 
excellent opportunity for technology transfer, but at the 
same time presents a challenge to ensure the introduction 
of expertise needed for continued operation at the firm is 
accomplished. 
Test Case Part Family Data structure Design 
The family of parts selected for this test case was a 
simple shaft which would consist of not more than 3 steps 
and is limited to two features: chamfers and grooves. This 
family was chosen because it is a common part to the 
machines produced by the firm and is relatively straight-
forward to unders:tand and model . 
With the addition of a keyway feature capability the 
program would embrace the majority of the shafts generated 
1 by the firm, however this was not included in the test case 
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primarily because of time constraints on the project . 
. 
Inclusion of the keyway feature as part of the automatic 
geometry creation program would have proved to be a fairly 
significant programming task given the amount of time to 
accomplish all tasks. This is suggested as a good "next 
step" for continuation of this effort. 
Figure 7.2 and 7.3 show two shafts which were generated and 
used as part of the test case. 
..... 
,,,-
,, 
-
-.... 
~ 
.... 
TWO STEP SINGLE GROOVE SHAFT 
Figure 7.2 - Example Shaft# 1 
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THREE STEP DOUBLE GROOVE SHAFT 
Figure 7.3 - Example Shaft# 2 
In chapter 5 a number of figures were used to illustrate 
the level breakdown of the feature based description 
techniques. Figures 7 • 4 through 7 • 7 illustrate the 
application of the design to represent the breakdown of 
the shaft family and its affiliated elements. 
The DCLASS trees developed as part of this test case 
primarily consist of parameter information for the features 
of the shaft. These have been designed as subtrees and as 
such are easily callable from other main trees. 
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Figure 7.4 - Shaft Component Level 
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Chapter a: Project Results and Analysis 
Introduction: The outcome of the Project 
, 
A number of i terns were learned during the course of this 
project. Also a number of challenges were encountered and 
overcome. This chapter will outline the problems which werer 
.. 
resolved and explain why -each was solved as it was. 
:A<iditionally·, programs and interfaces which were developed 
.·as -.a part of t:his proj'e-ot are explained. 
Problems Encountered 
During t'he cour·se· of the: t·est c·a:se· ·some problems were 
enco\lntered which re-quire'd. -:re:-tbink,ir1,.g O:-f ·t·he direction of 
·the· prqjectt·. The :problems were not $.eve·r~ enough to cha-i:ig_e 
. . . 
the- go-~l.s ·of the. pr.oj ect, however t:'as:k :pla_l')s. n~eded to 
·•· 
.1n order to o.f the 
.:Th-e 
. ' . : ~.· .. 
.. . . 
main· -was· t·he 
software on the: VAX 11.;·1as.:. Due. to $:C>m.e- unexp~cted :c:hanges 
within the·. orga.n.iza:tion of the ·fi_rm: :b·eing used in the: t:est 
case, it pec~:me impossible to follow -through with t,imely 
,(I . 
acquisition. ;crt· ·tJte DCLASS software. Sho-rt term fu·ture plans 
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call for implementation of this software on the VAX 11/785 
but this will be after the completion of the test case. 
Because the DCLASS software was not available for use on 
the VAX, some changes in the task plan and minor revisions 
to the overall goals were made. Fortunately, the primary 
goal of developing and interface between the CAD/CAM system 
.~ ' 
and the DCLASS system would still be accomplished, however 
the interface would not be interactive. DCLASS was 
a·vailable on IBM-PC's and Pc· compatible machines wit·h:in the 
·work environment. Thus the task plans were revised to call 
ft,r interface of the- t:wo systems • via a bat.ch type 
transparent inte.rface. ~ . . . :r:t . . is 
of a.:n .. 
\ 
... 
·• · .. . t·· ·.··· ·.··· ... ·t· ..... in·· er.ac ·ive 
.. , .. ·,· .. ........ f user-
~:xpect·ed the i-nteract i ve 
interface wi-ll... be coinp-1_¢:te.d_. at :a.n appro_pria·te ·time when. 
DCLASS is --~tv~.ilap·l.-e· on t·he VAX.1 1·1/·7.8·5. The :co·nf iguration 
and met.hod o.f t·:rans.terri··ng the: files: o·n the PC to the VAX 
wi.11 :be .. :expl._a:in~ci in t:tr~ p.:roce.dµres· artd :tnterfaces sectio.1t. 
-Other pr·o·bl,~m:;. \\Thi.en -we·r·e encountef:red did n.o·t ·impa:c.t t:h,e, 
overall goals. o·f· t.Jte pro·j:ect· as: :notably as t·he pr·ev·i-o:us 
o:ri.e. These arose mai'n.ly due to unf:amiliarity o:f ·.t:he Oct.As:·$·: 
a.nd CAD/CAM systems with respect to the a·pp.lication ,fo:r· 
which. they were to be used. These are explained below. 
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Within DCLASS it is possible to request input from the user 
for either textual or numeric input. These values are 
stored temporarily in the tree structure and can be 
accessed at a later point. DCLASS also provides a method 
for defining trees as subtrees which allows these subtrees 
to be called many times. However DCLASS does not provide a 
method for rec_u.rsive looping with value input c·ontrolled by 
incrementing variables with a looping functio·n-. If all 
. 
values are to be gathered and stored in DCLASS it, mus:t· be 
done by de:fining an explicit input line and variable each 
time a vari_able i.s t·.o be ,i.nput and saved. These variables 
can be written: .o.ut:- ·as a. pa,rt ·of ,t::h_e ·ocLASS process but the 
inf ormatio·n, -i:s ·wr:f,t:t:·e,n in .a_ 'ASC·II fo.rm-.. DCLASS does not_ 
:pr-ovide a, ·method for definin·g: t:he· variables as REAµ, 
·r·NTEGER, e.-tc. and thus the·re i:-s no' ;met.boq. tor retaining 
s-uch val.ue ·a:ttributes .. 
There are two ways- i,n_ wh.i .. cb- this: .ca.n ·be av.er.come. l Th;_e :one 
.. 
used i·n this case, ·a conve_:r;si_on prog:rain ·can b,e writ:t:e:n t:o 
r·ead the output file, :f·r-,om: :DC .. ~$s. an.d: :c::onvEt·rt t·-he V::al-u·e·s 
from ASCII back int·o :R.EAL. 2. aecaus.e DCLASs: d.oes p_rovi(le 
the capabi:1i·t,y- t.o call FORTRAN subroutine·s :from· subtrees, a 
routine can be written to write the va·1.ues as they are 
input wi:thin bcLASS to a separate file thereby ret21ining 
the value attribute types. Unfortunately this 
. . .· •. . .. 
re.qu,1_res 
.. 
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upkeep and management on an extra file causing more 
management and maintenance overhead. 
As was mentioned the ASCII method was used in the test 
case. This is because the transfer from the PC to the VAX 
was an ASCII transfer capability thus making the conversion 
program necessary. This will not be necessary when DCLASS 
resides on the VAX with the CAD/CAM software. 
·.l-1:.i'.t·h respect to the CAD/CAM system some challenges were 
·enc·ountered in programming the graphics interface. These 
prob_lems were not unexpec:ted but must be pointed out to 
e:n·sure those who attempt· s·imilar projects understand the·. 
complexity of the issues. Because this project concentrated 
on prov-i.ding· flexible, ·E?a:sy.-to:-·use ·p.rograms .for th'.e u.se.r·, 
this necessitat:es:' so.rt,e_ int:e:::lli·genc·e, on the p.a.rt of the.-
application p .. r·og,r·~rn wn.i.¢.h. wi;l.l acc.ept in~ut ... a.nd generat_e: 
geometric or fe·atur_e :i.n:fonnatio·n. :A.s. w.as: mentioned briefly 
~ 
. . -·· 
in Chapte-r. 5:,_ thi-.s. is very .difficult t.o. cl-o· with w-i.reframe. 
sy·ste.ms. ·areat C:are must be taken to ·upderstand ex.a.c-·tl,y 
·wh~:t and h_ow: many features ·have been sel:ected at ea:c:h .s:tep 
:i.ri. tl·(e. :ptQ.g·rant. Failure to do .so m·a_kes acc'.urat:e ge:ne-:rati-on 
of vali_d· .geometry imp:o.s.s.i.b-l.$ at the: end o.f the: i)tput 
. . . . 
se,s:s.1-Qn. T·he :s.dl id ·syst.em.. would ability to .. ·program a 
relieve t·he programmer f-rom much of this worry a'n.d .. l:)_:ro-a..&~n 
the functionality of 't.hi,.s ·concept. 
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Procedures and Interfaces 
The requirement to link an IBM-PC compatible computer to 
the VAX 11/785 was explained in the previous section. This 
was done • in an 
I 
via 25-pin hardware standard RS232 
connection from a communication port on the PC to a 
terminal port on the VAX. Thus the PC simply functioned as 
a terminal to the VAX. The communication software used for 
the link consisted of a PC communication package called 
CROSSTALK supplied by MICROSTUF from Atlanta Georgia. 
Figure 8.1 shows the hardware configuration of the PC with 
the VAX. 
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Figure 8.1 - Data Transfer System Configuration 
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The procedure for transmitting information from the PC to 
the VAX consisted of: 
1. logging on to the VAX and 
2. opening a file using the VMS 'create• command. 
Control was then returned to the CROSSTALK on the PC and a 
'send' initiated which broadcast the contents of the file 
to a open file I J.n VMS. At completion of the 
'send' 
operation control was returned to VMS and the file Closed. 
The VMS file was then ready for use on the VAX. The VMS 
'EDIT' editor was used to open and receive some files, 
however because it is a block editor, very large files were 
not able to be successfully transferred without errors. 
Once the file was in VMS it was necessary to transfer the 
file from VMS to the file manager for use in the CAD/CAM 
system software. This was done transparent to the ·user 
within the application program in the CAD environment. 
Interface and Graphics Creation Programs. 
After logging into the CAD/CAM system the user calls a main 
program which in-turn calls one of three subprograms. The 
three option available are: 
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1. DCLASS FIT 
2. DCLASS INPUT 
3. CREATE SHAFT 
DCLASS FIT: DCIASS provides a function which allows 
searching the existing DClASS information for a 'best fit' 
to a specified part. This is done by defining the• 
parameters and features of the parts with respect to a 
previously defined DClASS tree, and comparing this against 
existing information. Parts that are found to be exact or 
• 
. relatively close to the desired part are displayed. The 
information displaye·d.,. including part. number, name and 
d·escription can be written to an output file and 
·t.o option 
.  . 
.l.·S .. 
·transferred the If the VAX. DCLASS FIT 
selected wit··hi.n ·t:he. main program the parts and the.ir •:.fit; 
values' fclosenes:s· o::f fit) a.re .dis-played a.n_d tn_e user is-
g:.iv.en. t:._h~ opti.on. to load any of t.he part•_s. rtese·ntly the 
:o·:nl_y .rest.r·ict.ion. t:o· this option re·qui:re.s the. ,par·ts exi.st i·_n. 
th:e. s21me. ·1ibr·acy the us·er is work.ing i:n order to ·be- .lo·ade.d 
·an:d d.is_pl~yed ·on· the gr:aphj.c::s ·system. Th.is i.s becaus·e~ at. 
the time· of this w_ritit1g a standard l.ibt?lry f:or ·ocLASS. 
input p~rt.:s- di.d: n:ot. e•xi.$t qn the user .syst.-~}n:.· 
DCLASS INPUT: This option provides the capability :for the 
user to utilize values which were input duri:rig .either the 
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process of searching for a fit-,. or during a normal DCLASS 
input session. 
The file containing these values is transferred to VMS 
where it can be accessed by the a_pplication program. The 
user is requested by the pr.ogram t.o inp·ut· the name of the 
f.ile in which the va1·ues are stored.. At this point the 
program rea·ds all the necessary information from the input . 
file into the graphics creation subprogram. . The • user is 
then provided the opportunity to either review all of these 
parameters or accept tn·e111. Tb~ program tn.e·n creates the 
part geometry an·d.- ·qi.s_p_l_a,y$ ··the fiti-.is·h~4 p-~-r:t ... 
·_CREATE ·SHAFT: This option st.'.Jilp··;ie pt,ov·iges the d-~si9oe·r :\•titt1 
·t.ne· capability of using .the :g·e.o~~try creation program t.o 
cfteate a stepped shaft wi:th ·cha-mfer and groove featur:es-... 
-~_ft.e:.r .$electing this optio:11. the us..er i·s requested to i-nput: 
the number of s:te.ps a·ncl ·type$ .g.f f_ea.J:\tres requested ot1 ·the 
shaft. At tttis ·po:i·nt· ·th*:!· program- chec·ks the val.ue_··s: i-nput 
and then r·e@·est.:$·,. ·i.n: a· _st~p-. ~-Y st.ep .P.r·oc:e_ss, _a·1·1 n-:e,oes·sary 
.parameters ·t·o 
features. 
the •geom:et:ry :for the: s·h_af t 
.. ~ . 
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APPlicability to the Production Environment 
As with any development project the real test of the 
~ success of the effort is determined by its usefulness into 
the targeted production environment. This project will 
likewise be tested as will the concept presented in this 
thesis. With respect to the work accomplished at the 
sponsoring industrial firm, initial indications suggest the 
direction and results will be useful for continued efforts 
• 1n this application The test of o.-f· the area. 
:parametric/.featµre based part definition systems will taJc.e 
longer but are inevitable. 
T .. h:o.ug·h ,pt·esent automated to.els, such as 
o CAD systems, 
o CAM systems, 
a Classification and co:di:n·g:· s·ys:t.ems., ·a-nd· 
is p:o·-ss.ibl:e :w:i:th th·~s~ :.p·:rese.n·t, ·t·oo·l-·s to produce a rnet:hod o·f· 
managi:ng ·an·d tr.an$m:i-t·ting ·data to ev·e-ry applicat·i.on w:h.ich 
requires it. f.'or .a. :large percentage of ·the part·s. p·resentl:Y 
produceq .in: :In,-Js:.t· manufacturing enterpr-ises .. 
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, Adaptability to other part families 
The project reported on in this chapter attempted to use 
some of the techniques explained in the thesis to describe 
and generate a family of shafts. Any family of parts which 
can be decomposed into a finite and definitive set of 
describing elements can µtilize the same structure. The 
basic structure explained • in Chapter 5 can be used to 
arrange a structure definition for other parts. As more 
part families· are examined and s.tructures for these part 
families are: generate:"d, obv:ious overlaps in feature usage 
will .. a·pp.e:;ar-... For. example,. a chamfer is not unique to· 
·Sha--ft:s. ;Ju:st- :;a·s. a c-ente.r ,ci.r:i:11 is not \lnique ·to- a family of 
cam. :pa·r:ts:.. The: .ex-t·ensi·on: ,o·f· fea-ture$: .·from o_ne family of· 
_pa_rts ·to· ·a:n·ot.h:er will in :s·o.me re·_spects -inake the task of 
.expandipg. the :feature base.d d-esc-ripti.on- ·easier. However, 
one- of the 
... pr1.mary -purp:os·e:s .of database 
managemieti"t, -c.an:t:rol of redundancy, g_rea.t ca-re. ·must be ta.ken. 
·t:o 1-ihk pre·v-ious·1y ·d:efined feature:s t.o .new f·amili,es witho.u.t 
c-.r·eatin.g: new de.f irti:tions for ·the same r·e·a.t·ure .. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Proposed Structure 
·The g·r.eate:st.. ·c:tqvantage to the structure and m.e.t·h.od. p.rop.o,_se·g 
:in· this thes(ios is that it can be used now wi·th c~rrerftly 
avai:~1ble ·1::,0,o_l:S. Given the right conurtitme.n.t f.r·om an 
149· 
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• 
11·· 
organization it is possible to establish a method for 
• • parts and families with this structure . organizing 
II 
Additionally, this can be done with existing tools and 
expertise. Cost for • • the tools • also acquiring 1S an 
advantage with respect to the cost of the same technology 
only 3-5 years ago. 
Djsadvantages of the system include: 
o unavailability of existing standard database and 
data structure packages, 
o ongoing and development co-st:s, ctnd 
o· l..~ck. of su!f.ici.ent: f'.l.ex-ibility:. 
:p.res·.~pt.l;y there ·a-re -no- :·l?·a_cka·ges a·vail.a·b'le which it,till 
function exac.tl.y a·s they sh.ould for a g.ivert company. Th.is 
requires -a company do t·heir o.wn dev~lopllient or modify 
existin_g packages. Many cblllpc\tli:¢s :d,o· :not ,have the expertise 
to ~ccomplis.ll these tasks ,and a:s .such ar·e in a position of 
l.ong_ timef:rame: an:~ higp.. d:e·v~-l.opntent -c·o.-~-ts :t·o, a'Cquire. the 
exp:erti.se- ailcl t·ech_no.logy. ::l'hougl'l c:c>st. w,a:$ ment.ioned as: art: 
ad-vantage, this was re·iat.ive. to· .the c.ost· :-c,.f h·ardware :and 
software needed to develop the f'e:ature. :ba:sed methodol.ogy. 
As with any development effort, the ·a.ct·:ual- .evolution of: t·he 
package take·s t-ime, money, and expe.rti·se·: .. 
A final disadvantage ·of the method . ·,; ··· ·-t··he -1.~ 1:ac·k· o·f 
flexibility of the actual data struct~re. When a new 
_1:_5':0 
.·~ 
• 
feature is defined or a new part family organized, new data 
links and relationships must be defined by the database 
managers. In an environment as dynamic as I a production 
environment this will prove to be a tremendous task. To 
overcome this obstacle will require the development of 4th 
and 5th generation programming and data description 
languages. Such a capability must be able to do all of the 
change and definition of new features with minimal amount 
of input. These kinds of development efforts are ongoing 
and are coming available in state-of-the-art software 
releases. 
. ·., ~~ ··-.·· 
:1.5:.1 
Chapter 9: s,1mmary and Conclusions 
Symn,ary: State of the Technology 
Many basic industrial sectors in the United States have 
suffered severe set backs and in some cases have closed 
becaq$e of competition from other counties. In many cases 
the. blame has been put on these other emerging industrial 
p.owers because they have produced higher quality, safer, 
lo.ng.er· la.sting products at a lOwE!r cost. Some firms in 
.these growing · industrial count.r:ies: have been able t.o: 
undercut the us market through. methods s-uch as gover.nt.nent 
·produ:cti,on. co.-st.s:.. These m·e.t'.hods cant1q"t:: 1.aJst :1,ong· a.nd t-he 
.f tnal. jua·g·ement as to the :s.~·c·ce·ss·tui .~:no. ·s~-Pl:iv:·ing· fi:rnts 
The s.eve:re ·dc.m.pet·ft:iLon. has forced compari}-e·$ :to :r·e.t.h·ink the. 
e>.e.pe·nd.itu.re..s :o.f· :re·sources on luxurie·s and concentrat:e; o:tt 
CIM. The prim~ry :pr.oblem is. tha·t mos.t :do rto:t .know :wha·t. 
"CIM" • 1S. Exp.ecting to go· to. the c:om111ercial. mar.ket· a·nd 
:un.f ortunately, t~~ ·•tcrM." :pui;_c·h·ase.d ·-on-. "t.n.e orien. :m.a.r-ke.t. ·di.d 
not prove t-o· pe .. the. a,n .. swe.r· ·t·O· the· _qu_.-ql i t:y, cos:t,. 01--· 
leadtime problems. The underlying purpose of this thesis 
does not presuppose that integrated manufacturing or the 
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goals it is attempting to achieve is not attainable without 
a feature based part description methodology. What it does 
intend to suggest is that any of the problems and 
challenges we as a country and individual firms face with 
respect to survival in the national and international 
industrial market are basic ones. Without addressing these 
basic causes none of the symptoms will disappear. Thus the 
thrust of this effort attempted to address a basic problem, 
understand it, and perceive the best directions for 
continued effort. 
The specif.ic technical topics: i:n -th.i·s report are good. Thi.s 
is not to say that eac·h of the specific methods and 
:te,chn·iques given are ent'i.r.el.y valid; they may not be, but 
:t·he concepts certainl·y .are. These ideas can also be 
dev:·e1oped and implement.ed -at a variety of ieve·ls depending 
on the resources -a\'-'ci i lab·1 e • . . ' . - . . . . ' . ' . . ; .Mor~ the 
·r:e·s.o.u_rc_:e_s, the. pr:imary .reqlli:rements fo·t _-implementation .·o:f 
Future directions 
.D:t1r.J.ng the cours·e: :'Of ·th·is· eff:ort :a n,.i:®.e.r of topics w:hi.ch 
$·hould be add·re·ss. .hav:e. bec.om'e oi:>.v·iou:s. ·~ ·This· section wil.l 
discuss 
detail. 
fitte ef·fort:s- w.h±ch --should b.e .addressed • in 1tt:o·re:-
l. Data structure • Expansion. The continuation of this 
effort in an industrial firm would provide more 
experience in the use of the feature based structure for 
integration. This should include expanding the actual 
structure itself to include elements such engineering 
analysis data at the feature and part level and 
marketing data at upper levels. The project should 
follow through with introducing bther functions into the 
process such. as.: 
o b.i1··1 .. o.f mate:r:ials, 
-o p.ro.duct.ion ·scheduling, .a-rld 
o prbcess planning. 
·Th.is effort would need to be conducted by someone who 
has long term access and 1teS_J?brt-S_ibility for efforts i:n 
th.~ target firm. 
.. 
2., Deta,i .. led Design. A ·det.ai.l.ed da.ta -des:i.gn met~odology 
.rel:at:ion·al 
. . . . ·' . . 
... 
·in· the :par·t. ·dat:a: 
:h~Ve· a place in the· ·part da·ta. ;.St.ru,ct.·u:re, howev.e.·r th.e: 
.ex·:q·Ct method for connectin:g· t·hetn 'a-rtd .c·o:-r1tro1·1:ing_ t,he.i·r 
.i,ttterface need$ development. T_his· may ·v.ery well inyol,ve 
. -~ 
·the research anci development of: a new database a:e-s.i:g"i1 
:\ 
. I . 
system wh:ich can more :eff::e:c,·t··i.vely man.age: the. 
... 
·,. 
... 
information communication and transfer needs between 
existing systems and techniques. 
3. Data Transmission Through Feature-Based Methods. An 
investigation into the use of the feature based part 
structure as a graphic data transmission system between 
,-:=AD systems would also prove to be a worthwhile and 
interesting project~ Given the capability of describing 
a part through a parameterized list of its features, and 
having a record of all its features, geometry could be 
reconstructed on a variety of systems. This would 
:tequt_re :e:ach of the t:arget systems have the capability 
.of regenerating the information. from the feature 
d,:esc,rii.ption. such a method wo·l.il.d eliminate the need to 
. . .-,·. 
res.tr1ct ·each· ·system to:' cl particular type of 
·const:ru:ction te·chnique for all geometric entities. This 
effort. wou·1d. obviously ihvo1·ve .further :invest:ig.at.ion o.f 
·th:e :Pro:duc·t. Definition Exchange Standard (P:oE·s:) p·ro.j·ec.t~ 
4.. •. s·.ol id Model 
of a solid mode_iing s·ys:tem which could be used as a 
feature d f . . t· .. e 1n1 ... ion ,: .. .1.:s worthy of furthe:r 
investigation. Such a. .system: -c.o,u.ld 'be de:ve.loped· ·b_y 
utilizing ex4.f:tting -s·ol.idl :m.od·.e-1-ing ca.p_abi.Ii·ties and 
introdu.c.i_ng: .a c:a·pabi.lity to: assign super-primitives in 
the, sys:t~m.: ·~/:_j..-t:h. :specific feature type characteristics. 
The ideal result would be a solid system which is 
basically a 4th generation language system providing the 
user with convenient customization techniques. 
5. Management and Implementation of Automation. The last 
area which is worthy of further study is that of 
management techniques for implementation of advanced 
automation. During the course of study for this thesis 
·it has become evident that one of the primary challenges 
for management in the future will be h9w to introduce 
the new technologies, how to change to fit it., and what 
(>"-tga..ni-zational structures are necessary to imp-lement it. 
I .... 
lS obvious that changes in attitude a~ ~-11 as 
or·c;fanizational must take plac~- but what those really are 
is still not exactly clea·r.. '.I'·his would tu:rn into a very: 
exhaustive study because qf· t}:le need to define the.$.e: 
requirem.e.nts a·t ¢very· level o·f mattagement .: 
Automation versus creativity 
Albert Einstein once said "imagination is more important 
than intelligence". This quote alone, if one believes 
it, would answer all questions about the fears of 
automation ~nd the effect it has on people and their 
jobs. In a:n environment such as a true production 
environment where innovation is necessary for survival, 
automation and computers will never be able to take ov~r 
the task the J.1uJnart should perf arm. Even the arti-f icial 
:int:e-11.igen·o~- .systems being develope_d in today's computer 
.houses wil·l 
' .... 
only be able to emulate existing 
.intelligenc~. Cteat·:i._vit.y· a·n•·d• ' . imagination are of a 
different ·,nattfre .a:nd :evo::lve due to the special and 
inherent. ~rliliti,es: .c;rf hum·ans to d:e-vel-op new knowledge. 
'l'hi.s •new.· )cnowl_edg'3 Qf" wh.·ic·l) ·h14ina.ns. ~:;r:.e capable i~ due to 
·tl:le combihat_.iort O·f se11ses that m·achines:, whether or not 
·th·ey be· c.o~put-ers· ,_. do. n·ot :have. Th;es:e: ·s·:e.nse·s ·ta!' sight, 
t:ouch., :·sm.e.1.1,. t.~s·te, an.d· hearing -- -a:re: c:o~_pled with a 
f;i-nal ·sense· whi¢.h s-erves:. as a link that- ·.makes.• creativity 
and imaginatio·n. poss-iJ;ile. Th•e link miss-i.ng :f·r·o:m m·ac-h.ine.:s. 
-that humans have is emo.tio:n. 
Wht:J~-e- addressing the topic·: of availabi-lity· of natural 
:resources on earth, religio\ts leader anci }i·postle Gordon 
B. Hinckley said, w the only natural resou.rce we 1·ack is 
,,.- ,.~ .S-
-" 
the one between our ears ' • This comment was made in 
reference to our natural inclination to become lazy and 
pass time enjoying simplistic pleasures rather than 
thinking. The same is true of the perceived conflict 
between automation and 9reativity. Actually there is no 
conflict. 
The actual conflict arises when managers insi,s·.t that to 
cut costs they must install a computer and eliminate 
personnel. The computer is usually necessary but the 
idea that it is introduced to abolish people is absurd~ 
Eventually an.- o,peration • in such an environment will 
• • ·, • • a C • • • 
.. 
stagnate and, di.e,. Thus th.e re·a·.l. conf.l ict i:.s in the 
~efusal of t·h:e management to th ..:ink of where .a creative 
thinking ·pe'rs.o·n is needed, or i·n the reft:1.$:al of the 
.. 
person to th·inkl 
most important resource they haVe: 1$·: p·¢t,·p.'.le, the·n ··re:tur·n 
t·o their office and spend: the majo:ti.tY of' t·heir t:ime 
trying to fi.gt1re how to .d·ecrease .head·cou.n.t. Likewise, 
many a facto.r.y worker lea.ves the job every day loving 
the opportunity to l;e.ave an:d hati.ng t·he moment they mu:st 
I 
return. Then at the moment they a ...:c:e, :repla.ced by· ma.chine, 
they claim gro.ss unfairness for having ·1ost the o·nl.y 
occupation they know an:d have been performing fo.:r <20 
1.58· 
....... 
r . 
·years. It is not incomprehensible that upon being 
informed the task a worker has been performing is being 
taken over by a robot or other automated machine, that 
the employee. proposes an area of improvement he could 
work on given his expertise or interest. Likewise 
management, who is aware of areas of improvement could 
offer such a task to the employee. In this manner 
automation encourages creativity, it does not replace 
i-t. Replacing c:r:-.e:ativity is impossible. 
The last point the author w.i:she:s .. _ ·'-_O: make in 'this 
discussion is the fear of many people to achieve goals. 
When a task is begun, goa.ls are set and the final result 
of the task is imagi·n_e¢i. Often as the task is being 
accomplished people :tJegin. to f·ear that achieving the 
:g,o·al .will eliminate the need for more: work in ·that area. 
This same type, o·f fear is apparent in p.·e:o,p,le·: who fear 
s~haring know,l-~dge cibout a job or a ,P·:td·c~ess. l(e:ep.ing such 
t:~: one-s self is consider-~d -~ ·fq:rrt( o·f· j o_b- se:c·ur·it:y. This-
·is v·ery :tinfortunate f·or t_h-e oli_i.y real :j·.o·b s·ec·ur·ity is 
found in hard work, ·1·oya1ty., apd int10.v-ati,on. It is 
important to remember, we .g-o a·S :·far· ·a··S we can see, and 
when we arrive there we w.il .. J. b.e a:b-le· ·t:o: :s-.e.e farther. 
Automation. is necessary for the survi·val. of any 
indus.tr·ial operation in the 1:uture. :L::i:kewi~e creativity 
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is necessary. As has been quoted often, companies must 
•automate, emigrate, or evaporate'. While this is true, 
. 
unless they also create and innovate, they will 
evaporate anyway. 
c- . 
.;.,.• .. -: 
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